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Murray , Ky ., Tuesday Afternoon, Nov ember 8, 1977
theMurrayuray Ledger & Times
'uIume 98 No. 265In our 98th Year
Light Voter Turnout
Seen At Local Polls
An early projection of a light voter
turnout today was holding true to form
as Calloway Countians joined voters
throughout the state in casting ballots
in the November General Election.
Most Calloway County precinct of-
ficials today called voter turnout
ftecinct workers expected the
volume to pick up, especially after 3
"I'vi been Working for ten years and
this " is the slowest I've seen it,"
Precinct Six worker Thelma Bailey told
the Murray Ledger Se Times today.
"Everything seems to be going fairly
good," Calloway County Court Marvin
Harris said, "We've bad no trouble as
such, except for a• little politicking at
one precinct."
Officials tp Precincts One and Two.
reported light turnouts early this
morning, both reported 50-60 vdtes cast
prior to 9 a.m. Precinct One voters cast
their ballots in Calloway County
Courthouse, -while-FT-e-cinct Two voters
vote in Murray City Hall.
"Our turnout is rind of slow although
we expect it to pick up later in the day,"
Wt. - Lowell King, an official in
Precinct Three said. A Precinct Four
official predicted "a light turnout alk_
-day" there. About 50 had voted in that
precinct sfter.9 ,
Mrs. Bailey _indicated that about 80
had vbted in Precinct Six just after 9
a.m. She said that where some 10-15
voters might be waiting to vote at ,6
a.m. in other elections, today there
were only two.-
A precinct 'Worker m 'Precmct Seven
said some 10 percent of the 704 eligible
Voters had cast their ballots there.
One of the larger early turnouts in
Murray was reported Ina new precinct,
Number 10, where some 116 had voted
at. about 9;15. a.ro„ today. :`It has-been
steady here although we've had sOfne
C011itisiOrt -because-- this is a tie*
precinct," Bill Roberts said.
Precinct. officials int-the Calloway
Righ- precinct called the 50-plus voter-
turnout there about 9:30 a.m. "light."
A precinct official at Clayton Creek
Precinct termed voter turnout there as
"not very good" but added that is not
unusnal to have a slow early turnout.
"We always get our biggest turnout
after 3:30 o'clock," -Idris. Janice
McCuison said.
In Hazel, precinct officials today
called voter turnout "moderate." Some
119 had voted there after 10:30 a.m.
Marshall County election officials
also called voter turnout light" today
as voters there consider for the third
time a 7.5 cent (per each ;100 assessed)
school building tax.. Mcgracken
Countians are also considelTig a school
voted tax.
Probably the most hotly contested
and most talked about race here pits, _
Democratic nominee Dr. Melvin
Henley - against*, Independent H.
Chrisman in a race to determine who
will serve as the city's mayor for the
next four years.
Henley beat current Murray Mayor
John Ed Scott in the Democratic
• Primary.
Chrisman isn't the only. Independent
'Light' Voting Trend Is
Shown Statewide Today
'By The Associated Pre,ss .
Voting was described as extremely
light in some sections today as Ken-.
tuckians • picked' their legislators,
district court judges and local officials.
The only statewide issue was the
question-of -calling a eonvention to study
and possibly rewrite the state's 86-year-
old constitution.
"This is the slowest election I've seen
in the If/ years I've been -a precinct
worker," said Mrs. Thelma Bailey of
Murray. She said that in past elections,
"about 10 to 15 people are waiting for us
to open us. Today, there were only
-two P • -
Murray is picking a ne,w mayor, but
the early turnout was reported light in
the city and Calloway County.
In Graves County, the voting was
*real light" said precinct officials,
pointing out that the only issues on the
ballot were the districtjudge's race and
the constitutional referendum.
During the first 1/2 hours that polls
were open in Mayfield, 12 persons
showed up to vote in one of the city's
largest precincts.
The same report • came from'
Paducah, where 34 of 984 registered
voters had turned out by 7:30 a.m. in
one precinct.
-- The -turnout. was -estimated- at 20
percent in Harlan, where a light rairi
fell daring the morning.
A spot check showed 40 of 315
registered voters had cast their ballots
in one Harlan precinct; 106 of 541 in
another; and 56 of 232 registered voters
in a third precinct.
Balloting was reported -average to
better" in Boyd County.
Voting washeavy in. the suburbs and
light in Lexington's inner city
precincts.
Officials predicted that 56 percent of
the 119,000 Fayette county ,r.., egistered
voters would show up at the polls. They
credited some of the interest to the
vigorous campaign waged for the
mayor's job.
Voting was heavy in sections of
Jefferson County, with a number of
precincts reporting a _delay of 45
minutes to an hour to get inside the
booth.
In western Louisville, however, there
were hints of a lighter vote than usual
during the first two hours of balloting at
three precincts.
Both Democrats and Republicans
said if the day remained cloudy and
warm, it should help bring out the vote.
running for public office today —
Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy Ted
Alexander is seeking to win as an
Independent against Democratic
nominee Max Morris, who is currently
Calloway County's coroner.- . . - • • •
Republicans will also be spotted on
the ballot. Three GOP hopefuls- are-
vying for a seat on Murray's 12 member
common council.- • _
Two citywide races will name
members of both Hazel council and -
Murray Common Council.
In Murray, voters have an option of
voting for 12 persons at large even
though the council is split into two
wards, A and B. citizens can vote for up
to six candidates in each ward.
In Ward A Republicans Stephen
Yarbrough and Irma La Follette are
running along with Democrats Buel
Stalls, Jr., Martha Sammons, David
Willis, Dick George, Ruby Hale and
-Billy Balentine.--In-Ward B for the-eity
of Murray council, John Neubauer, a
Republican, is running along with
Democrats Johnny Rickman, J.H. Nix,
William Furches, Dr. J.D. Outland, Dr.
C.C. Lowry and Howard Koenen.
Thomas Rushing and William C.
Adams are unopposed in their bids to sit
on Murray Independent Setiool Board.
—Running in the ITazel race ire- Tim'
Morgan, Nancy McClure, Joe Thom-
pson, Dewey Ealey, John F. Shendock,
William Pratt - and Preston Oliver.
Traditionally the top vote getter in
Hazel is named mayor of the city. Cy
Millvr, the current mayor lid-not-seek-
reelection.
Countians  also face aguption on the
ballot,- whether or not voters are in
favor-of calling a cenvention to rewrite
Kentucky's Constitution.
A host. of state and county officials
are unopposed in today's electurik
Among their number are Kenneth
-Kenny" Imes unopposed for a repeat
term as Iftate replesentativer in the
Fifth Representative District.
Calloway County's current county
attorney Sid Easley is unopposed in a
bid to fill the new office of district judge
for Calloway and Marshall Counties.
Other county officials unopposed ror•
_ See ELECTION,
Page 10, Column 5
St. Louis Woman
Is Charged Here
A St. Louis, Mo., woman is in
Calloway County Jail today facing theft
by deception charges in connection with
passing bad checks in Murray.
Murray Police arrested the woman,
27-year-old Paula Gaye Dunivin
Monday afternoon. •
- Police -alio are looking for another--
suspect in the case, .according to a
police spokesman.
The police . spokesman said the
woman is- charged in connection with
passing cheeks in and around Murray
although she had no money in her ac-
count.
The woman faces a $2,500 bond.
15c Per Copy
CA5TINC BAIJ_OTS -- Two voters joined other Calloway Countians,-as weft as vaters•statewide in casting ballots.
inthe November Geriesal Election. The vows are signing up in Precinct Two.. Precinct workerspictured inducle.
Stanford Andrus, Gordon Moody and Don Pace. Hazel and Murray -city council races are on the ballot today, plus a
Murray city mayoral race, a Constitutional convention question, and a Calloway County sheriff's race. Polls remain
open today until 6 p.m.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
ews Media Appreciation Day
Scheduled At Murray State
About 80 news media representatives
-from West_ Kentucky. and, W:est Tt!o-
nessee will be on the campus of Murray
State University for the eightkannual
News Media Appreciation Day on
Saturday, Nov. 12.
People from 14 newspapers, 13 radio
stations, and two television stations
have indicated they will be on hand for
the day of activity planned by the Office
of Information and Public Services at
the university.
M.C. Garrott, director of information
and public services, called the annual
affair "a thank you gesture for the
. splendid cooperation given to Murray
State by the news media-.11--- -
Robert Valentine, debate director on
the campus, will be the guest speaker
for the occasion. His topic will be "A
Few Well-Chosen Words."
Activities planned also include a
welcome by President Constantine W.
Curds, introduction of guests, a buffet
luncheon, and attendance at the foot-
ball gamin between. Murray State and
Eastern Illinois..
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public serVices, will share the role of
master of ceremonies for the program.
News media to be presented are:
Newspapers—The Murray Ledger
Courthouse Trees Trimmed
Employees of the Murray Electric System have been trimming the overgrown trees surroun-
ding the courthouse these past two days. Calloway County Judge, Roberto. Miller reports that the
trees have not had a massive trimming in over three years and some tree growth was going into
the courthouse structure. Another problem he repolgted was that of the birds roosting. According
• to Judge Miller, the bird Problem will be greatly alleviated in the downtown area due to the ab-
sense of the heavy branches and limbs.
Judge Miller also expressed his thanks to the efforts of the Murray Electric System. He added
that he appreciates the time given by MES to solve the problems at the courthouse before matters
worsened.
The Murray Electric System employees were assisted by the County CETA crew, supervised by
Charlie McKenney and employed through the fiscal ('O Wt.
•
Jim Miller (left) and Terry Yarbrough, (in basket) employees of Chirlie Mc'Keriney jumps back as a limb from the trees surrounding the courthouse
. the Murray Electric System, sewer a limb frPm a Irene at the cqur- into the chipper equipment.of the Murray Electric S‘ stem
• thrnme. • r -
ted
_ -
PhotyyY tir lerrir 44-044"1
and Times; Herald Ledger, Eddyville;
Sturgis- -News;- - Marshall _ County
Meesenger, Benton; The Messenger,
Madisonville; -"Paris (Tenn.) - Post-
Intelligencer.
Fulton Daily Leader; Mayfield
Messenger; Sun-Democrat, Paducah;
Hickmai Courier ; The---- J041-r1151
Enterprise, Providence; Montgomery
County News, Clarksville, Tenn.;
Courier-Journal, Louisville; and The
Murray - State - News, the campus
newspaper at Murray State.
Radio stations—WNGO-WXID,
Mayfield; WTPH. AM-FM, Paris,
. WD?df-WISKR.--• ..0sretishoro;
WYMC, Mayfield; WKYX-WKYQ,
-Paducah; WCHL AM-FM, Benton; 
WHOP AM-FM, Hopkinsville; WRJB,
Camden, Tenn.; WKDZ AM-FM, Cadiz;
WFUL AM-FM, Fulton; WPKY AM-
'FM, Princeton; VNBS-W RAW,
Murray; and WKMS FM, Murray State
University.
Television stations—WPSD-TV,




-A grant application-that-if approved, -
will mean some $600,000 worth of ex-
pansion to Murray-Calloway County




comments from FFA and Kentucky
Division of Aeronautics. We feel the
application will be approved in the near
future," Dr. Hugh Oakley, chairman,
said' 'fallowing a Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board meeting Monday.
The city-county airport board also
conducted a public hearing on the
expansion at Murray City Hall Monday
afternoon. ,
Murray-Calloway County airport's
$599,310 expansion program is a 90-5-5
match from federal, state and local
sources. THe project would include
such improvements as runway
widening, runway overlay, a partial
parallel taxiway, • extension of lighting
and other improvements.
The city-county airport board in its
, Monday session discussed some ap-
sects of the proposed expansion, ac-
cording to Dr. Oakley.
About 20-25 persons attended the
public hearing on the proposal. Purpose
of the hearing was to gather public
comments in relation to possible en-
vironmental, social and economic
impact of the proposed expansion.
Some persOns attending the session
questioned the necessity of relocating a
portion of 'Collins Road for the ex-
pansion.
In the regular airport board meeting,
board members gave the secreatry-
treasurer for the board authorization to
sell the board's soybean crop at a
favorable market time. The board's
share of some 170 acres of soybeans is
2,400 bushels, Dr. Oakley said. The
soybeans are now in storage, he added.
inside today 
One Section-10 Pages
Murray Ledger and Times columnist M. C. Garrott's
mental image of a British newsman was -altered' recently
after a visit with an Englishman who works for the
London Daily Mirror and who is distantly related to WWII
Field Marshall Montgomery. The newsman visited
Murray recently and Garrott talked with him. Read the





mild today, high in the low 70s.
Cloudy and continued mild with
rain and a few thundershowers
likely beginning tonight and
continuing Wednesday. Low
tonight in the low 60s. High-
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Husband's Trips
Make Her Jealous
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Nly husband is a very , attractive
middle-aged man who has never fooled around as far as I
know.
The company he winks for sends him and a Professional
female co-worker out of town together (just - the two of
them) on business trips for several days' duration.
- seems,to me that since it wouldn't be proper for just
the two of them to have diitner together here-in our home
_city. it's hardly fair for the company to send Wem•but of, • • "-
town itigether. --
My husband says-it 's strictly a business relationship, and
believe him. But sheS-Pret ty, young and single, arici being
-;5i4TY Inimaite-all that together ness 'away fro:who-Me could.
Itateh , a -problem illus.'s }Jigger .than both _of_ them. .4
How should I handle this?
JUSTPLAIN JEALOUS
. DEAR JEALOUS: What's to handle? Say nothing.
Continue tq trust him; expect the best and you'll probably
- get_ it. Any other acti*a_gii-your wonid be Unwise.
DE A R ABBY: Our son and his fiancee are being married
-----Soon`7` names - were not inductee-Oh 'the -Wedding
invitations. When we asked our 'son about this, he said it
was strictly,up to the bride, and she selected the foirri that
omitted the names of the bridegroom's parents.
Our friends and relatives disagree. They say that it is a
slap in the face and a snub to us. and if we had an ounce of
pride. we would not attend our son's wedding. Afire-ralr,
wasn't-laid on a log and hatched_ by., the Sun!
• Who is right, Abby? What would you do?
—, HURT INTENN A .
DEAR HURT: The standard American wedding
invitation does not include the name of the groom's
•inereviCte:- -aw-the -Week. ethould. got be-Inuits/Woe _having.
• lected_that style. 1 Would:go to the wedding and bear no
grudge. -
• DEAR ABBY.: This is in response to the article about
the girl who wore braces on her teeth. She said her
boyfriend also wore braces, and when they kissed it was
_
BAZAAR PLANNED — Members of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club show items to be sold atthekannual bazaar to be held at the Calloway
Publk Library from nine a.m. to five p.m. on Saturday, November 12. Pictured are, left
to right, Teckla Farrell, Eva Hopkins, and Toni Hopson.- - _
Let's Stay Well By F J Blasingame. M U
5.
4 fable Salt And
High-Blood-Pressure
0. Mr. S. V. %elites to oak cracking it are dangerous. egg, and It can be-used.whether table salt causes She asks, "Can such an egg • Such small spots of blood
litrrtelnod---Pressure:- tte----bc-safctrimed nrshmlitilt I-are doTto-W eon-rata-WMalso wants to know what is be discarded?" larger amounts of blood inthe appropriate, amount of A. Such small,. occa- the white of eggs. These
_.s44 for an adult_to use. _ stonal blood_ spots . come scarese.nt aninfgction_ .A. Opinions among car= "Trorifi-he-CiirifY iiillie-E-eif of bacteria, in the egg, ii-ti - - Ytxr_., Thr fme advancement Mit -
relationship between salt the egg. The.hen need not 
Should -"be- dittardetr - "9foringsu'nerlative a • t.'
dinttigtst vary as tcr the---and-adhere to. the yolk of---it.
intake and high blood pres- be diseased, and the egg is 
-Modern handling of eggs - --
Usually detects such (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ?Ansure. The short-range ef- safe and usa_ble. The clot changes, and the damaged 'A good day for occupationalfects are negligible, but the can readil y be lifted off the eggs are not marketed. interests. Outlook especially-like running into a barbed wire fence, and it hurt. long-range effects are favorable if you are seeking• Well. I'm a 22-vear.old_guy who's been wearing braces unknown. _ favors from superiors.





" -• • ....
What kind. of day_ will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
for three years, and I know exactTY -how she felt. When-t---
used to kiss a girl with braces, it was like two freight trains
Braces have improved my kissing.. I now kiss very
Slowly. gently and tenderly, I get compliments oh my --
kisses all ate time. Ern sure if it weren't for my braces I
•
ARIES
;Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some intrigue likely in oc-
cupational circles. YOU remain
discreet and keep involvement
to a minimum.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tikt,
Bonuses indicated fromvist
efforts. These should give you
new incentive, perhaps a whole




(May 22 to -June 21)
A good period for branching
out into new Bela If' your
regular activities allow you the
time. Creative interests ex-
pecially favored.
CANCER •
(June 22 to July 23)
You may encounter what
seems to be undue opposition.
Take whatever steps are.
necessary to overcome it, but do
not mistake honest discussion
for hostility.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Ezercise-extreuwcaution_
financial -niteiii7 Due to
having, insufficient data, there
Could be danger in signing
contracts, especially. 
—vaulty
(Aug. 14 to Sept. 23) 1117%.
A new light thrown upon
- certain situations should prime
never would have learned how to be such a neat kisser. amed For Publication centrate on routine activities.B,ETTER THAN EVER -
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
Aft people to mt,ciy new booklet, "Hop
Pispollir; Youtre NeVir Tbal'ontit or Too Old," Tor
Send Si along with a long, self-addressed, stamped ;24
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441% Gentral (tr God!".;
How --I Is it Funny!
Ciool ir ' CLINT EASTWOOD 1 7:30





Heavy use of salt may
encouragk , the develop-
 -trivent-mf-tvigie-4,Erseirk-press-,
sure, in certain persons.
, Many cardiologists con-
tend that we should be
more cautious about our
saleintpke and believe that
most Americans consume
too much salt. •
-HIM 'gran -
daily are adequate for
adults:
Salt is present in Most of
our ordinary foods, such as
cow's. milk. These foods
" usually stipply an -ade-
quate amount of salt iso-
chum chloride ). •
A good rule for most of
to Nirpt  _is not_  to salt 
. food at the table. A cardiol-
ogist recently told me that-
he-never uses a saltshaker.
Such a practice will help us
to -prevent -an intake. of
exct,ss table salt. Also, we
ran avoid the regular use
of foods that contain large
amounts of :;alt. such as
meat products, soups, and
other foods which a-re
pare(i the use of- extra
soefintrrehloralv--•• - --
When a pf-rstni !s 'wart
failure and not excreting
fluids properly, edema or
swelling develops' and
places an added burden on
the heart. In such cases,
the sodium in table salt is
not thrown off in the urine
and builds up in the tis-
sues, holding back an ex-
cess of water. In such
cases, table salt has to. be
restricted. Only salt substi-
tutes a-re-allowed.
The next time that you
see your, physician,. you
should bring up this impor-
tant question and discuss it
with him.
Small Bloci414•Rot dn Egg
0. Mrs: A. B. wants to
know if small blood spots
noted in an egg after
YOUR
NM
Per Pose In Living
- Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For S4.90







Qypthia Ashby, assistant 'publication. As with Scorpio, you may not
professor in the Department
-14m•sitte.--fdinerar-,Stoto
Miss Laura Lee flakier
and David Alter( Keller
-- • --- -Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Holder of Westminster, Md., announce
the approaching marriage of their daughter,_Loura Lee, to
David Allen Keller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Iftjekfollege
Farm Road, Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Novem-
ber 26, at 1:30 p.m. at the Emanuel Baptist Church, West-
, minster, Md. _
-After the' weddiiiithe'conpie WM spend theirlionernoon in
,Mexico and-then reside at 402 Baldwin Park Drive, Apt. Bl,
We er, Md. 21157. Mr. Keller is employed as an ac-
co tap with.theGinikleorp...Westining&ta__Ad•  
Nursing Professor Is
Mita Pritncpertotifor trying .
(Oct 241°to Nov. n) fnee'V'




University and coordinator of
the- National 'Institute of
Mental Health ti•ant, has




England that her biography
has been selected to appear in
the illustrated fourth edition of
the 1977-78 The World Who's
Who Of Women for
Grandma s
(Nov. 23 Dec. 24)
The Murray woman is the be th the best Position to take,duaota .4.4r. :424, mrs. action on a cherished project
Woodrow Ashby, Sr., of Stri9erw' blitlhOt neediet-diteryo.0 inn keeping your plans inPrinceton:. She has two sons,
Ralph Ashby Barnes and- CAPRICORN
William._ Ladd Barnes. Her, _iDec...22 to Jon. 20).. tth'
. interests are. travel,, golf, Good stellar influences
--tennis; -811+ family -end- she-.A41Pic4PYALYPrefl: real estate
resides at 804 Minerva, family concerns and social
interests, home Improvements,
Murray, and is a member of activities.
the First United Methodist AQUARIUS
Church, . . 4J-an-21 laieb., 19) 
Ms. Ashby received her B. Withfurther thought, you now
see possibilities in hithertoS. degree from Murray State
barren areas of achievement so,University and her 11T.S. if you're in a mood to take adegree from Texas Woman's • -
University, -Houston, Texas. lately. ,
4/ 
. 
--S 9 — 
,
Theta Tau, 'national honorary l Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) - -v_7-- Sli Zile into your
nursing sorority; charter Y°ur imPulse to "get going"
should be. checked until
is . a member of Sigma .PISCES 
)(CY
member of Beta Beta
matters will only lead Wednesday
associates are ready to join you.Chapter; American Nurses Forcing
Foundation, volunteer ab- to dissension.
•stractor_ _with. PuhlicAtions .
each year in Nursing YOU BORN TODAY are a
Research; American Nurses mentally alert, enthusiastic
Association; National League individual, endowed with
tremendous drive endfor Nursing.
The , Murray assistant both creativity and rracticality, _
initiative.Scorpio is a Sign of
professor hat had a variety of so you can be equally adept in





nursing and nursing service
gregarious, a born organizerpositions before her prsetsa.en,!
and leader. Impulsive at timesposition at Murray "" and quickly aroused to anger,University.
forget your resentments and
. you are, however, as quick to
Shawl NOW bahosctkittri" to 'makee 
and 
ugually up for
In Good Style Agatn,




MAKE A WARM SHAWL
IN THIRTY MINUTES
Grandma's warm and
colorful shawl is back in style.
A great place to shop for one is
your local yards good store.
A length of fabric can be
turned into a stylish fringed
shawl in about 30 minutes.
"Don't worry about your
sewing ability," "If you can
stitch a straight line and fold a
square into a triangle, you're
already halfway there.
'Choose a warm, cozy fabric
in colors that go with your fall
and winter wardrobe- It-
shotdd be loosty -woven-for -
easy fringing.'
Buy 14 yards of 45-inch
material, or 11/4 yards of 54-
inch material. The fabric
needs to be as long as it is
wide, because the finished
shawl will be a square.'
fte.schi9e-itilch. around
-fear Mem ebout-l-iheb or-rtiore-
from the edge, depending on
how long you want the frinee
to be. Then fringe the edges
_ and fold the fabric in half to
form a triangle. That is your
finished shawl.
VARIATIONS
You could make two shawls
just alike out of the square of
fringed fabric, one for
yourself and one for a friend
or relative who lives in
another town. Just cut-On the
folded line and hem the edge
of both triangles.
Or make two shawls for
yourself out so! one square of
fabric by trimming them with
different sew-on fringes and-
-or making each one unique
with dtcorative stitches. •
.Anothez.popaibilltyis..to look
ereend-thelouse for apiece of
fabric or a garment you can
recycle into a new shawl.
USE HIGH SETTING
If you are putting beef for
stew that has been tenderized
with papain-.-a derivative of
papaya-into the slow cooker,
tr4mg ter high setting And
cook it four 'hours. Usg fairly
large chunks of the meat.
chance, go ahead. Success
hasty words. Fields in which
you could heel: the law,
• education, medicine, writing,
business management. ALA
there is no field of art which is-
closed to you - and some
aspect of it should be taken up,
even if only avocationally.
Birthdate of: Mark Akenside,
poet, philosopher.
Fish Filet Dinner'
Three tender pieces of. Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried-44c_ to a 'golden .brown. Served
with your choice of











• -See-Marjorie Major- -TrovercoriiGtfoi,, --•
FAR LANDS TRAVEL /40Elfe't
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 41flitisi6
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and -
Travel Literature call
753-GOGO (4646)










Located North of Penny






By Factory Trained Expert
EVERY° fr/ELcoiTE_.
If you own a microwave oven, come improve your Ikills.. If you don't, come taste
venient microwave cooking
PAUL WINSLOW'S





3 00 4 30
5 30 7 00
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•
Rep. Kenneth Imes Is
Speaker, Delta Meet
Inez Claxton, chairman of
the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club,
directed routine business at
the meeting on Tuesday,




who spoke on the procedures
of law-making.
In an informal manner, he -
related his enthusiasm for
having the opportunity to go to
Frankfort with my know-how
to do things and my idealous, I
thought I could in one term
straighten out the whole state.-
"After serving a few weeks, I
discovered that procedures
takes time-sometimes years,
and a lot of studing and
listening. I've changed more
than- Frankfort," he told 'the
club.
'Rep. Imes spoke of the last
week's rush in finishing. If
time was about run out, the
capitql clock was _stopped at
11:20 p.m. The legislators
worked until finished, at one
session it took seven and one-
half hours overtime. "Really,
whatever was done after
midnight is just as illegal is it
can be. Because the law
requires that the legislature
ends at midnight on the six-
tieth day," he admitted. •
In answer to a question from
the audience concerning
women's , work in the
15--• ..K4-1.70-e've.••4*F4*›-F,•.-1..*:V•.:*:_•• • •
t.....x.:4•.•:•.•:•:•:•:•:•:;: By MRS. W.
The leaves are really
coming down now, but they
are still beautiful. The yard
looks like a Persian carpet in
all the glorious colors of
yellow, gold and red, with
some of the black of the sweet
gum sprinkled around. I don't
think we have had such a
lovely display of fall color in a
long time. I read a pretty
description of autumn a few





Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona 's Castaway.
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features
O 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
c 300 Rooms. Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
C Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
O 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
.Playground
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D Basketball. Game Room
Sauna, Exercise Rooms
• Gift- Shop & Beauty Salon
O Color TV & Refrigerator
D Tennis & Golf Privileges
O 65 Miles to Disney Worio
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
• Free chaise lounges
ri Ample self parking
Come play in Our playground.
Ws Daytona's most complete
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legislature, he said the female
members of the. Legislature
are competent and equal to
the males.
Rep. Imes serves on several
special groups_ including the
budget committee. He was
enthuastic about his work awl
thinks the lawmaking body
should meet oftener than
every two years. "Kenny.'
goes to Frankfort most eVery
month in interest of legislative
business. The $50.00 per day
for the 60 days did not cause
him to run for the office that,
with the expense account, did
net make the office worth
while financially. "But I enjoy
being involved."
Club cook books are still on
sale, according to Lucille
Thruman, chairman of the
sales, and Jo Oakley, member
pf the Deltas and the Creative
Arts department. Jo an-
nounced that the books would
be on sale at the bazaar
November 12 in the public
library A Wrapping of the
books for mailing, is a part of
the bazaar. Louise Swann
made the financial report.
Oneida Ford gave a
devotion of inspiration during
the_ opening part of the
meeting. Vanda Gibson,
secreatry read the minutes.
Hostesses wete Mesdames
Helen Bennett, Walter Baker,
C.B. Ford, Terrell Johnson,
and Raymond Tidwell.
• ••••• • ••• • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • •
•
said "What is more b-eiiiird'U-
than a tree in autumn dress,
than a forest aflame- with
color, as the frost paints his
tints of .red lire and yellow
gold into the landscape? There
is pathos in the tree whose
leaves wither in mid-summer
before its time, but when
nature does her work, the
fading leaf is not an emblem of
defeat but the season's vic-
torious banner flung out to say
the woods are ready for
winter."
There is even beauty Attie
bare trees. I always enjoy
naming certain trees outside
my window. The old grand,
father tree, big and strong,
looking after his family with
outstretched arms. Then there
is_the grandma tree .that __L
welcome each year as the
leaves'fall She is the one who
is holding up her arms in
dismay at the behavior of
these young sprouts. There
are the young trees that look
like girls dancing and whirling
in the breeze71 welcome them
back each November as if
they are old friends, as indeed
they are.
Trees are different in so
many.. way&  Most trees will
die if filled in around the base
too deep. But a pine must be
different for one of the tall
pines just outside my window
was filled in five' or six feet
when the house was built and
we thought it would surely die.
But it has continued to grow
and is a lush green all the
year. I especially love pines.
Their sweet smell, the sound
they make as the wind blows
through them, the lovely cones
and the ,sprays of -greenery
that makes part of my
Christmas decorations—all
delightful to me. j imagine
that each of us have a favorite
tree, so mine is the pine. I was
brought up in Pine tree
country and it has always had
a special appeal.
These beautiful days of
November have given us a
reprieve, a little time to get
our potted plants inside and
re-pot those that need it and to
find a good spot for each one in
the house If you haven't
mulched your shrubs and
beds, this may be our last
warning that winter is right on
us It is truly important to
have everything protected.
Next spring we will be so glad











ciates will meet at seven p.m.
in the University Church Of..,
Christ Annex.
The Eva Wall Mission
Group- of Memerial Baptist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will Meet at the lodge hall at
7:30 p.m.
Murray Branch of MOW
will meet at the home Of
Melodean Hicks at 'Hardin- at
7:30 p.m.
Groups —sr- ChriStlan
Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Helen
'Bennett at ten a.m. with Dr.
David Roos to give program,
IV with Mrs. Bailey Gore at
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Robert
Puttoff to give program.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Health Center at
seven p.m.
Wednesday, November 9
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet with Mrs. Nettie Beach
at 1:30 p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray_
Country CIA' With MA. 'Oki*.
Marquardt as chairman of the
hostesses.
Murray Bass Club will meet
tit 6:30---VIL-at---the Triangle
Evening circles of First
[er'MeThodist'qiltrclr
Women will meet as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. Gary Hoh-
mari,--Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
4.jaur1ee Ryan, and Wesleyan










meet as follows: Pacers with
Wilma Beatty at 9:30 a.m.:
Harris Grove with Mrs.
Alan Jones at one p.m.;
South Pleasant Grove with
Vickie Washer at 1:30
Pottertown at Colitnial House
at len a.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.m with a film
from the Public Library to be
-shown_
All-day seminar for high
school students on leadership
enhancement and develop-
ment.will be from .eight a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in Racer Room,
Stewart Stadium, MSU. Ne
charge.
• Wednesday, November 9
Meeting of the Arts arid
Crafts Club has been
celled for this month.
Luncheon and program will
be at Calloway Public Library
at twelve noon. Call 753-2288
by Wednesday for luncheon
reservation at fifty cents per
person.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m, for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with devotion at 10:05
a.m., publicity committee
meeting at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and table games and
work on bazaar at one p.m.
Lecture by Dr. John riblet7
Indiana University, will be at
Beshear gymn, 'Student
Center, MSL/, in the annual
Distinguished Lecture Series
in Management, with dinner




Club-will rivet at the home of
Mrs. John Workman, 1508
Parklane Drive, at 1:30 p.m.
MURRAY HIGH FHA—formal initiation for fcludeen new members of the Murray
_H..10, School Chapter of The future Homemakers of America WAS held at the _meeting_
held October 20. They are, left to right, front row, Dwiana Coles, Edwina Walston,
Tarifrny Steele. Lori Weaver, Tracey Steele, Tina Ratterree, Jo Beth Oakley, back row,
1'ickie Weatherford, Jackie Morrow, laDonna Jones, Susan Kurz, Cindy Montgomery,
Stacey Curd, and Brenda Horning. Dinna Shipley, president, presided and expressed
thanks to Mrs. Charlotte Barker for the tablecloth donated to the chapter. Recreational
leader Becky West reported that the chapter had collected S331.13 for the arthritis
' foundation. Also present were ,Debtie Castleman, Barbara -Herndon, and S*41,414)
Schultz Parker:4 udent-teac-hers, Oorthattaileyand Lucytilly, advisors....
-Birtgo Pa-71...Held': By Zeta
_
Department Al Club House
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday, October 27, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house with
Mrs. William Ryan, chair-
man, presiding._ _1_1_ 4
Members were reminded of
the change of the November
meeting which will be _a
breakfast on November 17-at
the Holiday Inn.
The program was "Bingo"
with each -one bringing a
guest. This was an open
meeting and the money
making project for the
department. Bingo prizes
were brought by the mem-
bers.
Popcorn and lemonade were
served during the evening.
Dessert and coffee were
served at the conclusion by the
hostesses—Mrs. James R.
Allbritten; Mrs .- Ed:
Chrismas, Mrs. W. Ed Wat-
son, Mr's. H.J. Bryan, Mrs.







Teacher Club met Drusday,
October 20, at the school with
Bob (Frosty) Miller presiding
and expressing thanks to .the
persons who made donations
and helped to make the turkey
shoot a success.
Miller gave a special thanks
'to Dixie Creme Donuts,
Sammonakery, and Big
John's-bilary department for
their donations to the turkey
shoot.
Refreshments were. served
-and then the PTC - ifilmbeer
helped the teachers prepare
the booths for the fall festival
held on Friday. October 21.
The East PTC will meet-
Thursday, November 17, at
seven p.m. at the school.
G •tits to start
,
as a breakfast cereal. Sweet-'ere 'Shown At- Nor -PTC M 
The North Calloway
Elementary- School Par.
Teacher Club met Thursday,
• November 3, at seven p.m. at
the school.
Rebecca Williams, Ronnie
Walker, Wanda Walker, Ila




vironmental Lab and how the
students participate in the
special program.
The president, J.W. 'Jones,
presided and expressed ap-
preciation to each one who
worked, donated food, items,
and moneylor the fall festival_
held on October 28.
Special thanks were given to
businesses in Murray and
Calloway County who donated
can- \
Wednesday, November 9
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Thursday, November 10
Hamlin and New Concord
Senior Citizens will meet at
eleven a.m. For informatior.
call 436-5364.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet 'as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.;
Racers with Mrs. Roy Tunich
at nine a.m.; South Murray
with Jo Anne Cavitt at one,
p.m.; Progressive with Marge
Jaszcz at seven p.m.; Town
and Country with Jean Ben-
nett at 7:30 p.m.
IndepencTelkir ,United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
Julie English at seven p.m.
Murray Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church for meeting
and installation of officers.
Ann Palormo will be guest
speaker.
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m,
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m at the lodge hall.
I.
items for bingo prizes.
---_ Dates of November 21 and 28
were set for intramural
tournaments involving grades
one through five:
The world's largest library
is the Library of Congress,
which is the depository for
copyright .wocks in the -US—
It contains 327 miles of
bookshelve4 and more than
74 million items. including
16 1/2 million books and
pamphlets.
PRESENT PROGRAM—Members of the Heath High
School Chapter of the future Homemakers ot_America
presented a puppet shoe, at the meeting of The Murray
High School FHA chapter on October 20. The show
illustrated the state FHA Impact project,. "Health
Babies-Ch ante or Choir e" with a filmstrip entitled "In-
side my mom- sho%Nn stressing the importance of good
prenatal care. Heath members were, left to right, Mrs. An-
na Wright, advisor. li%.111,81rnett, Kelly Hopwood, Tina





1300 Johnson, MuiraY 759-1134
en milk to taste with ma-
ple-blended sirup and pour
over each serving of hot.
instant grits ... or serve









-Rangers of the Woodmen of
the World held a Halloween
party at the Woodmen'
building on Monday night,
October 24. -
These members, ages eight
through fifteen, and their
guests came in costumes a.n4
played. games.,.Flefreshretnta
of hamburgers, drinks, and
candy were served. -'
Prizei were given for the
best costumes including the
witch, the girl, the siamese
twins, and the most original
costume, the monster.
—Members of the Tao -PM- -
Lambda sorority assisted in
planning and hosting the
event.
Pipe organs are the largest of-
all instruments. Some have
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Choice of colors of
Burgundy. Navx.
Camel, authenic 
$1699we.sters style with extra
long tails, flap pockets
Men ' s Name Stand.
Dress-Shirts
in a variety of styles




Slacks are sizes thru 40; jackets S.
M, L, XL. Your choice of solid
volute ot Khaki and Blue, ,,
.11100'11 'Bah -$499
Leather and manmade dress,
denim, and casual style belts in
current I '." and 1,7" widths
Sizes St 30-33). Pilt34-311, MI., r
vs) 1.11642.4.. , _____
Mans L boys
I Rugby Shirts
Well mad'e Fleeer t6u,
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Mink by the maker of.probahly the most
Students famous brand in bov's jeans This is a
combination of WO* cotton and cot--
SP° 
e duroy. Has lung sleeves, long pogi. t
alt--- ,collax.,--ludtani-froot -wadi' placket.. 







$ 2/'''' 'a' 1 11, t" Am 7" 
50Billfolds- , %----
Attractive colors Three popular
styles • BI-Fold, Tri-Fold. and
Pass Case Billfold These carry a 2
year unconditional guarantee :
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• Pneumonia is one of
..mankind's oldest scourges.
Once one of the leading
::causes of death among both
young and old, pneumonia
began yielding to the sulfa
drugs in the 1930s. Then along
came penicillin, terramycin
and other antibiotics, which
rendered treatment of the
disease pretty much routine.
But there am. numerous
strainS of pneumonia bacteria
pneumococci — and they
have continued to take many
-lives every year. There have
also been disturbing reports
: recently from South Africa of
the appearance of pneumococ-
, cal bacteria almost totally
resistant to antibiotics.
Thus it is,heartening to learn
- of the successful —testing by
Low Down
I romp
medical scientiests at the
University of California of a.
vaccine against the bacterium
which is the most common
cause of pneumonia throughout
the world, as well is meningitis
and an ear infection that can
cause deafness.
It is possible that vaccination
against the pneumonia germ
could someday be added to the
-list of shots which are
customarily given to' children
before they enter school.
However, much more research
remairis to be done on the ef-
fects of the vaccine on young Have Forgotten 1776
children over a period of years.
In the meantime, the family
doctor may soon be handed a
potent new weapon in the battle
against this old enemy.
Congressional
Record
60i NG ...60114.16... SOLD!






- . REP. FREDERICK W. RICHMOND
) "...The House Agriculture
Domestic Marketing Consumer
Relations, and Nutrition Sub-'
• committee, • which I chair, held
llearings on H.R. 744, a bill to require
' Imported tomatoes to be packaged in
conformity with domestic stan-
dards...Goody L. Solomon, the author of
this article is,to be commended for her,





i By Goody L. Solomon)
seimungly simple item, 'a packing
carton has stirredup what Rep. Fred
Richmond- has called "the
.great tomato war." That simple item
—las embroiled the antagoraistg in
questions regarding free trade vs
protectionsim; . inter-American
reiatIonS and even tlre-curitroiOfitlegal
aliens from Mexico.
Arguing for its passage, Florida
growers eontene that the Mexicans
have a competive edge not only because
of low wages but also because of their
ability to use pesticides that are for-
bidden in the United States.
One specific rule lies at the core of the
-. current donneybrook f requites that
Floridian growers pack tomatoes in 30-
pound cartons, each holding the same
: size fruit. A bill in Congress sould
r—
to be removed, like the dueling oath and
the inactive Railroad Commission?
A. Probably so but they can be
removed by simple amendment.
Q. Isn't ' the amendment process
slow?
A. It must Rot be too slow, since only
seven amendments of a possible 12
have been offered to voters since 1966.
And two of those involved annual
sessions of the legislature.
Q. Would a new Constitution drawn
up at a convention then be submitted to
L ie voters for final approval?
A. It's not certain. Although the
legislation providing for this year's
referendum says the voters could vote
&mil a new Constitution, if they didn't
like it, the present Constitution Makes
no such provision. In the event of a
lawsuit, that requirement could well be
struck down, and a oew Constitution
could go into effect automatically,
regardless of its content.
Q. Is the state's current Con-
stitutional debt limit of $500,000,
unrealistic?-
A. No. There's nothing wrong with
requiring government to live within its
means. If our federal geverrunnet had
this limitation, the United States would
be better off.
9. What changes would likely be
made in a new Constitution? _
A. Some proponents of a new Con-
stitution .say they want to see annual
sessions of the legislature and
Letter To The Editor
require the same packing for imports.
To understand hOw it would favor
Florida, one must start south of the
border, where tomatoes are picked vine
ripe and have began to soften. They '
need tight packing in order to prevent
damage from jostling..during shipping.
To insure such tight fit, sizes are
sometimes mixed -7 small with
medium, large with extra large, et:
HeearigieVine IsOs cannol,-W pee
in loosley fitted cartons used in Florida,
the law would force Mexican growers to
convert to harvesting green tomatoes.
It would cause seyere unemployment
and encourage more illegal aliens to
enter the United States: Siding with the,
Mexicans are Arizonans in the border
City of Nogales, which is the -main'
distribution point for vegetables frail
westeraMexico. • - - - -
Rep. Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz., told
the House Agriculture Committee,
"Thii hill  would be another blow' to the





The tomato was cultivated L and
developed in Mesico before Columbus.
It was first grown in the United States
by Thomas Jefferson' in 1781.
Botanically, a fruit, in the trade it's
considered a vegetable and an excellent
souice of vitamin A and C.
Against Convention
Dear Editor:
Even at this late date, I feel com-
pelled to speak out against the Con-
stitutional Convention being voted on in
Kentucky. The following questions and
answers explain why I am against a
constitutional convention.
Q. Is Kentucky's Constitution t36 old
to be of value today?
A. The document was written in 1891,
whi,-h makes it younger by over 100
years than our United States Con-
stitution. But age is totally irrelevant, if
it does what a Constitution is supposed
to do, namely limit the power of
government over the citizens. This it
does in a number of ways.
Q. Why can't sections of the Con-
stitution be amended, rather than
rewrite the whole thing?
.. A. That is obviously the better route
to take. Keep the majority of the
document that is good, amend the few
sections that need changing.
. Q. Who is supporting the calling of a
Constitutional Convention?
A. Primarily a few elected officials,
the municipal league and a few other
groups are supporting-this proposal. A
solid front of business, labor and
agriculture is opposing the move.
- Q. How mach would --the Con-
stitutional Convention 'cost?
A, Nobody-knows. It would certainly
COst a great deal for MO people to spend
several months in Frankfort writing a
new Constitution. But more costly in the
long run might be the open-ended.. liberalized spending authority for state
spending in Frankfort if present' and local governments. So increased
limitations are not included in a new governmental spending at all levels
Constitution. . would probably be a primary result.
beet -the useless provisions nettl Cast M. Stout, Sr, •-•:.. _•
British Apparently
fly M.C. Garrott
When I was invited the other day by
Bob McGaughey to visit with an
assistant editor of The London Daily
Mirror, I jumped at the chance. .I ex-
pected to meet a middle-aged, greying
man in rumpled tweed suit and
smoking a pipe, and possibly wearing a
rather sloppily tied bow tie. I guess I
have been seeingtoa IlianTrueviea. hut
that was my mental picture of a British
neWsman.'
Instead, I met a very personable,
slightly-built, young man of 211.  AVas-
wearing one of those. modish, wide-
lapelled, three-piece corduroy Snits
with a wide, open-collared -shirt...
- Instead-of -greying hair, betted rather •
thin, stringy hair, which he wore well
down below ear-lobe level. He looked
gore like a member of a,guitar picker
in a rock band than an editor on
Europe's largest daily newspaper.
His 'name was David Montgomery.
Yes, he admitted, he was distantly
_relatPd in British _Field
Bernal-7d MoritgOMery 0 Wor1= 
renown. In fact, he looked a bit like you
might imagine the field marshall might
have looked when he was.2.3 3 years of
age:
David was in the 1..fhited States at his
own expense learning about American
.newspapers by actually spending some
time working on them. Before corning .
to Murr State campus, where he
spoke to the campus chapter of Siena: -
Delta Chi, a national society of
professional journalists, he had spent a
weer hi Louisvtile ag a copy-editor-at--
The Courier-Journal. After that, he had
spent three days at Russellville with Al
Smith, one of Kentucky's leading:
weekly newspaper publishers and who
suggested that he visit the Murray
campus.
Apparently a very resourceful young
man, no one sponsored:David's trip. He
made all of 'his' Ameriegricentactsand
arrangements himself. Every four
years, he said, his paper, which is a
morning paper with a circulation of
more, than fink Mullion' 'and an- .
estimated 12 million readers, gives its
editor four weeks of vacation, hoping
they'll go out and-do something or learn -
something to improve themselves.
Most of them go to a resort for a rest
or stay at home to work around the
place," he said in his clipped British
accent, but I have always wanted to
spend some time in Am-efica. You see, I
had several courses in American
studies in college." He is a graduate of
Queens University at Belfast, Ireland.
+++ -
When' I jokingly asked if the British
Today In History
Cop'.) Now. S.,
were still sore at the Americans for
• breaking away fromthem in 1776, more
- or less to break the ice for our visit
together, his sense of humor surfaced
when he quipped right back, "To be
frightfully honest, I don't hear them
talking about it any more."
— David is maried, and his wife also is a
journalist. They live 30 miles from his
• - "but that's not too bad,
thought," he said. "Sonieof the fellows
live as far out as 60 miles." He works
five days a week, but his days off rotate
perdadicallY..
The paper is a -closed shop. DaVid is
required -to belong to the guild, their
newstne_n's union,. in order to work at
The Mirror,- -he-is a 'Wire copy- edifpri
- checking and rewriting 'the. news that
comes a 'clackin' in over the reuters,
„ Associated, Press and United Press
International wires. Although most of
the Mirror's columns are filled with
stories written by its own staff, the wire
news also is rewritten before it is used,
boiled down to save space.
• Yon -(1°111 just *alk in off-the street
with a college degree or aspirations of
being a famous newsman and go to
work. on European papers like The
Mirror, David _ was careful to em-
phasize. A long, hard 'apprenticeship is
involved,: Much the same as ̀in our
electrical and plumbing unions in this
country. ,
Before -he climbed V.., a place at The
-Mirror's copy desk, David had to spend
several years on small weekly and
daily papers, - produce a significant
feature-type—Story and She-
cessfully pass a da Ion , com-
prehensive examination. Then he was
awarded a- journalist's certificate,
signifying he was ready .for the big
time.
"+++
This young man was interesting to
talk with, and it was good for the
Murray State students, as well as me,
to get from him some of an insight into
the lives and workings of the British
journalists.
When we walked acrogaffie- street-te
the Hungry Bear for "If bit of lunch," he
said he would like to try something
native to-this-part of the country as are
fish and chips (french fries) back in
London.
"Bring him a plate of the pork bar-
becue," I told the waitress. "If he
doesn't like it, I'll eat it." She did, and
he ate it.
"I say!" he exclaimed, forking up
one, last, tiny silver of that great
Kentucky delicacy. "'that was good!" _
It also was good having him come our
Vietnam. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Brame of Kirk.sey Route One.
Births reported include a girl,
Melissa Kay, to Lt. and Mrs. Clarence
W. Herndon, Jet, and a girl, Mitzi, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McDougal, both
on November 6.
Sammy Knight, David-Hull, and Jay
Rayburn, all of Murray,. are Murray
State University students pledging
Scabbard and Blade, national, honorary
- military society for selected advanced-
ROTC cadet's.
20 Years Ago -
The Murray Hosiery Mills notified
their companies on November 6 that the
firm was discontinuing its opperations
and will liquidate the business here,
according to the owners, Harry Fenton
and Grover Wood James. The firm has
eighty employees.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Louella
Florence Wilson, age 91, Connie Wilson,
''age 72, ind Mrs. Jae-Williams, age 39.
way. Births reported include a boy, Mark
Hutson, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ray
Buckingham, October 31, a girl,
Patricia Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lee
Barnett, November 2, a girl, Debra
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. James Billington,
November 1, and a boy, Jackie Dan, to
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Tabers,
November 2.
Holmes Ellis, Jr., senior from
Murray, has been elected president of
the senior class at Murray State
College.
Mrs. Ed - Shackelford, Mrs. Mac
McRaney, Mrs. Robert Ross, and Mrs.
Ed Fenton are new officers of the Altar
Society of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
30 Years Ago
County Agent S.V. Foy said he
thought there will be at least twenty
entries from Calloway County in the
"Kentucky Corn Derby" this year. .
Deaths reported include Don Kirks,
age 53, and Mrs. Ella Mermon Lamb,
age 29.
Births reported include a girl, Leslie
Carol, to Mr. and Mr's. John T. Jones on
November.
"The current champion bass
fisherman seem to be Porter White and
Al Youngerman," from the column,
"Hunting & Fishing In Kentucky" by
Kirk Pool.
Carolyn Wingo spoke on "Art In The
Selection
iDe




Woman's Club, according ft Margaret
Campbell, chairman of the department.
By The Associated Press
Today' is Tufsttly, Nov. 8, the 312th
day of 1977. There are 53 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1950, the first battle
between jet airplanes took place as
American fighters were...attacked by
North Korean MIGs in the Korean War.
On this date:
In 1519, the Spanish conqueror,
Hernando Cortez, reached Mexico City.
In 1864, Abraham Lincoln was re-
elected president.
In 1889, Montana became the 41st
?state.
In 1923, Adolf Hitler's Beer Hall
Putsch failed in Munich.
In 1959, the United Arab Republic and
the Sudan ended five years of
negotiations by signing an agreement
for the division of the Nile Valley
waters.
In 1960, John Kennedy defeateci_
Richard Nixon for the U.S. presidency.
The years ago: Chrysler Corp. and
the United Automobile Workers
reached tentative agreement on a new
labor contract, avoiding a strike set for
midnight.
Five years AO: It was announced
that Life maeazine would cease regular
publication at the end of the year, 35
-stearlafterils - .
One year ago: Wall Poster in
Shanghai said that radicals had
planned a revolt against the Chinese
government but abandoned the plot.
Today's birthdays: Actress
Katherine Hepburn is 68 years old.
Singer Patti Page is 50.
Thought for today: I like a man who
grins • when he fights—Sir Winston
Churchill, 1874-1975.
r-- 8
Mifirray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter 1,. Apperson
Editor H. Gene McCutcheon
' The Murray ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thardisgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc.. 103 N. 4117 St.,
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Posts aid at
Murray, Ky. 42071. .
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Paris :Buehanali and Puryesr, Tn., $17 fie per
year. By mail to other destinations. $32.50 per
year .
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Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled tit
republish local news originated by The Murray_
ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Businees Office ------------753-1916.. 
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By (;E.'\-1,, McC/ :P:fi EON
•Wurray Ledger & Times Editor
-   Here are Ten Consumer Cum-
( thrrfAltutat fiy NeW,..-..sices. do notsleugatr=SalPlain•
—If not satisfied with goods or ser-
York City Department of Consumer
Affairs:




—Comparison shop for goods, Ser-
vices and the Cost of credit.
—Read advertisements carefully;
findout if any strings are attached to
promises.
—Beware of impulse buying in" the
food market and elsewhere.
—Before you part with your rash or
signature, know the product
manufacturer's warranty and the
• seller's refund or exchange policy.
—Do not be lured by promises of easy
credit—payments are always hard.
—Never allow yourself to be rushed
into immediate cash or credit pur-
*chases. The bargain that won't be there
temorrow may not be such a good deal
today.
—Never sign a contract in a hurry.
/teed every condition carefully tin--
eluding all the fine print). Do not sign a
'Contract that you do not understand, or
one thathas empty spaces-to be "filled
in later." Before signing a contract,
show it to a knowledgeable friend or
consultant. Always get a copy of .the
contract, and keep it in a safe place.
—If a business is required to be
• licensed, be sure you deal with a
licensee.(Ask to see the license if it is
not on display.)
Commonwealth Consumer
Congratulations to Hal E. Houston,
F.A.C.S. of Murray, who has
written a paper on the "One-Stage Cilie
of Infected Pilonidal _Cysts" that has
been published in the American
Surgeon, August 1977 issue. Dr.
Houston discussed his technique which
has been successful in the avoidance of
second operations of infected cysts.
++++++
There may be some excuse for the
plea bargain in the Richard Helms case
which cannot be made public. It sounds
a little like Helms, the former CIA
director,' threatened to make
disclosures at his trial that would be
damaging to the natiou.
• Letting him off -easy may- have been
expedient under the circumstances.
But the crime of lying to a legislative
committee is a serious one. The
reduced charges should not be allowed
to minimize the gravity of the offense,- —
++++++
What this country needs in all
branches of giverrunent afe fewer
experts and more professionals; the
professional being the type that uses a
spade to loosen the soil in a rosebed.




FRANKFORT,. Ky. r(AP) — Balmy
, autumn weather makes it awfully easy
to put off readying your car for the cold
days ahead.
Remember last winter, when you had
Looking Back
Calloway County voters turned Out
yesterday strong with the ballots
almost 50-.50 in the hotly contested
gubernatorial election. Louie B. Nunn
reeeived 3092 votes to Henry Ward 3400
in Calloway County,- but Nunn won the
state wide race to -become governor,
electof Kentucky.
'Deaths repOrted include Noel Warren
who was-killed-this morning in-a- two-
vehicle accident at the intersection of
Highway 121 and the new, Highway 121
- tirscrape-ice-eff-the wintishiehl-andinit:
the car to bed with a blanket and light
bulb to keep the engine warm? That
kind of weather is just around the
corner.
Etien if it's a normal winter in
Kentucky, it's going to be a strain on
your battery.
Exhausted batteries were the major
source of member trouble all last
- winter;acctmling to the Kentacky-AA.A.
automobile club.
Don't wait until your car won't start
to do something about it.
Have a mechanic check the bab-
bery's strength and make sure the
terminal posts and cable ends are free
carrot. T..
If yOu need a new battery and have an
older car, consider investing in an
-extra-strength-one because older. cars
generally need more power to get
started. _.
A set-ofbettery booster •eables- eanbe
helpful. They cost from $8 to $14.
Another essential is to check the
antifreeze in your car's cooling system.
, A -gas station attendant can do it in a
minute. The radiator should be flushed
every year and antifreeze replaced at
least every two years. It's generally
cheaper to buy antifreeze' ata discount
store than at a gas station. - , -
_ Have a mechanic check hoses and
belts, and replace brittle or cracked
hoses and frayed drive belts. If you own
a'-foreign-car,-buy an -extra-fan belt to
keep in the car. It's no fun looking for a
garage that carries foil eign car part:, on
a cold snowy might.____ _ _
Make sure there's plenty of tread
across the entire width of your tires,
tind that there are no cuts or scrapes on
the sidewalls. Snow tires and chains
can be a wise investment, and :good
quality retreads cost half as much as
new tires.
. Supplies of both tires and batteries
are apt to be better now than later in the
year, and you won't have to stand in
line.
Check to make sure your spare is in
good shape and that you have a jack
and necessary tools in case of a flat.
Have your brakes checked before
winter -starts, and check brake lights,
. parking and tail lights and replace
burned Out bulbs.
Replace worn wiper's. Wiper and bulb
replacements are do it yourself jobs.
If your car doesn't have a rear
window defroster, you can buy an
electric grid system for about $10 at an
auto supply store. Install it yourself or
have a mechanic do it.
Back to scraping ice off the wind-
shield: You should keep in your car a
scraper, a bag of rock salt or sand or
even cat litter for traction on icy spots,
a flashlight and flares for snowstorms.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must ,be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve_ the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to':
Editor, The Murray Ledger
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky, 42071.
4
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Thoughts of a homeowner as
a real estate broker shows
prd'SrAtiVe'purchlieribrOund-
the house:
'They Wulf like I nice couple.
Well dressed, too. Shouldn't be
any question about price- with
illtaraThere they o' VIM' the
. kitchen. They probable,. won't
notice the faucet leaking. It's
just a tiny drip. Wonder what
he's whispering to her? Could
he have said something to her
about that wall plaque that
says there's no place like
home? The nerve of
her.. ahe!5_,144.king into. the
garbage container. What's that
got to do with buying a house?
New she's tmened_ the. dish-
washer. I suppose I should tell
her it hasn't been working for
N T H E  
H USE Aco,
months. I'd better not. Might
spoil the deal. If they decide ap
buy, well get it fixed berore
they move in. That is. if We-get
our price.
"The living room seems to
satisfy them. They're both nod-
ding their heads as though
they're impresaed...They should
be after what we paid for that
furnittire. Wonder why they're
spending so much time looking
at that painting? It's just a
landscape. He's asking the
agent about the taxes. Guess
they don't own a house now or
they wouldn't be so surprised
at the answer. Good thing I re-
membered to put a throw rug
on that worn part of the carpet.
There they. ,. go whisPerinit
again. Hope they didn't notice












THIS TUDOR HOME features a living-dining expanse in its own
separate-wing. The two-story plan includes a large kitchen-
dinette area, family room, three bedrooms and two-and-a-half
baths, topped by two attie areas. Plan HA9111C by Derick B. Kipp
has 1;450 square feet on the ffast flaw anit930 square feet on the
second level. More inforanatien rriliaa he obtained by _weiting.to
the architect-enclosing a stamped, sell-addressed envelope-
at.48 West 48th St V, Room 505, New York...N.Y._ 10036.
Pt
SHOPPE _
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur-
ning fireplace for every budget
Also we carry
a full line of:
Ben, Franklin fireplaces
Auliiinatic Wood Heaters
r Wood & Coal Stoxgs
r Plus many Hearth-accessories, glass screens &
related gift items
Stop in and discuss your fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all items and Bank financing
available.
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
753-4150
mg. I don't think so. Neither
one seemed to look up. •
' -"Nbt niuch reaction to the
timing room- 110iflahla it reallY
isn't that small. They didn't
even glance at that beautiful
fruit bowl my mother brought
back from Mexico. Why isn't
the4ent shearing them the
nice view from- the I'd
better not say anything. He
warned me not to butt in. Not
in those words. Said it was bet-
ter to have only one person do
the explaining. Maybe he's
right, but I wish he'd explain a
little more.
-They should like the bed-
rooms. Everything has been
polished. Just finished making
the beds when the bell, rang.
think anyone would
come this early in the day.
Guess he took the day off. ,.or
maybe he's on vacation.
be he's out of work or they
• wouidn't - he _buying a house.
That is, if they teeny are buy-
ing a house. Could -be -thearre -
-austalooking.__Some people arp 
funny that way. Don't care how
they take up rour time. They're_
Woking in the Closeta: softie job
cleaning them out last week-
end. She's giving a second look
at that dress I bought •for Al- -
ice's party. Bet shed be sur-
prised to find out I only paid
$17 for it. Not as surprised as
-dee-,- though, He -sounded as
he didn't believe me
'isWhat's that? They think-a -
lot of work has to be done on
the oatside of the house? What_
work? We .had it painted a
couple of years ago. Or was it
three or four years? •
"Now they want to know how
much we'll come down on the
wice. He's telling them to -
make an offer and he'll discuss
-It with us. WHAT? Whyathat's -
$5,000 less than we want. Ridic-
ulous. We spent More than that..
on remodeling the kitchen and_
finishing the attic. Guess
they're not .it nice as I thought
they were. Well, we're sure not
going to come down that much.
Witter *alit as Jae, though: He
says we'd better do something
soon or we'll have a problem
with that .other house we've
signed up to buy. I'd better
keep still or he'll remind me he
wanted to sell this house first.
Well, they're going.-1 hope it
wasn't a waste of time." ,
(Home handymen will find
much yalaable information in
V. -Andy Lasues-handhook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
-Futere ones should be with-
in the reach of incomes of
many Americans. I believe we
could make a small unit, six
feet by two-and-a-half feet. We
start at the top Ga eipress- the
concept so it will have the
same integrity as our other
pruducts," explained Kohler,
president of the 103-year-old
Ebhier Co.r -
founded . by his great-grand-,
father.
He doesn't see it as a modu-
. ler unit althougii.--he--betieves--
•allitects should -have-free--
rein. .
"When you start building a
bathroom the imagination of
architects can be boundless.. It
shouldrat be restricted," he
111.2111181AS.
The concept for Environment
began with him, and a large
team of engineers and market-
ing people helped complete the
idea. In fact, four years ago,
his son -David, now 10, made a
big contribution. He had sug-
gested his father take a whiff
of air inside the- Environment.
He did. "The effect of 'steam on
the. weed- that was first, used
didn't enhance the atmosphere.
Aria ;the ultra_ violet light
erpated a raigkuss-adra. 
caying and burning foam," he
said. Cypress is now used and
other changes were made.
"It is mainly standard com-
ponents, off-theastagff items with
extensive rife eferea. Tfia eon-
trot panel has breadbox circui-
try so a new box can be slipped
in when needed."
It will be delivered assem-
r bled or in Multipiece con-
figuration so it can moved in
doorways and around corners.
A mechanically and elee-
----traultaffy -..or tented do-it-
WlitlitsliFF701-otild- 'have no
difficulty installing it with a
half-inch pipe connection, he
said. . .
"I needed something like it
myself," says Kohler, who at-
teraled Yale University where
he was graduated with a B.S.
in Industrial Administration.
He still doesn't own one, but
architects are redesigning a
portion of his home to accom-
modate one. Meanwhile, he has
been using Environment mod-
els in the company laboratory
and "after 20 minutes I can go
home and act like a father," he
said. .Before that, he would-go
home stiff, tense and ready to
stretch out on the couch for 45
minutes.
Wrap up the house in vinyl'
for a money-saving package!
...When_y,ou think. about
ia. almost AtlYttlfni manih
' keeping needs Some-kind of
protection.- We protect our-
- selves %fifth clothkis and
timbrefs.--A sailboat is pro-
tected with spar varnish. A
. valued photograph is framed
behind glass. -To protect the
exterior of your home,. the
ECcetti---kgCh.P015)-Itical
development is solid vinyl




tic of vinyl siding is that you
can literally wrap ycair home
in it. There are accessories
- • thatamake -taming- comet*
easy and you can have vinyl
soffit and fascia installed. -
There is even' special fiber
glass insulation' which fits
snugly behind new siding to
keep out drafts and prevent
heat or, air-conditioning
waste.
Since color is molded right -
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I intend to buy some
.--samipaper-soonafer rprefeet-1---
have coming up. The last time
I looked at some in the hard-
ware department of a lumber-
-yard,- I was corryptetety con- -
fused by the numbers on them.
Some had low numbers under 6
and some had 'vary high num-
bers over 500. How do I get
what kind I want?
A. - More Mid more menu-
, facturers are getting.around to-
grading sandpapers by such
terms as coarse, medium, fine,,




vinyl you are actually pre-
By wrapping your home in
_or peel off. Ccinsequently,
 Here's How 
Bath Unit Can.-Be Self-installed
By VIVIAN BROWN
. AP Newsfeatures
Even if his venture were toe
stay at the prototype siege for
a long time. Uerbert Kohler Jr.
has livened up the bathroom
fixture scene with a design he
calls Environmentalt can be in- _
stalled by a do-it-yourselfer.
It is a kind of encleSed hider
way where you can stretch Out
on a deck or cushion and be
windblown, gently pelted with
"tropical rain," suntanned,
warmed in ambience or -evert .
steamed, jungle-style.
To trigger any of these na-
ture-inspired palliatives, you
choose your mood on a control'
panel that is outside where it
measures 6 feet 10 inches by 3
feet 2 inches. The fascia panel
requires another three feet.
The teak and cypress pro-
totype. shown recently in New
York would sell for about $9,900 .
with options including AM-FM
stereo, tape cassette, fiber
glass fascia and 14 colors. The
sliding door is acrylic and a lu-
' cite window. is-back-lighted. It
will be available early in sum-
mer. . -
:But budget shoppers neednot
despair of owriing siatietttlfar
•
SOLIDYINYI,a5W.MG-X.pate-of the latest innovations-
for low-inaintetianceliting.--aViallifirer
Tref! corp. in nine'eaiirs, it is designed to last 20 years
or more.
repaint.
Vinyl offers additional ad-
vaptages over the common
siding products-even over
the more familar painted or
through solid vinyl-tiding creoauter)emretaulnonines. Itadoeu,i :rolditring_the_ manufacj, d R.
preeesaa it,eanat ever scratch
severe rooms in our hou.se.yre
have none at present and we
still using nurnbers. The trouble . ,„ ,.„ some_don't want to make 
a mistake
Simply translated. the
- is-that the oursibering- systems -- tagm colors. a,..... you tell us -,--h- - --higher the-R- value.. the more-
are not all alike. Your best bet • a:a. about me selection Ot t e . energy you'll save. Too,
is to tell the dealer what you "w" e°11:Pea? ' . R-vakies are additive. Tor ..
intend to use the paper for and A. - Naturally, the hues and example, six-inch-thick batts
to-follow his suggestions. After, ---pafterar-saataa-amarlae-and- -----erf fiber glass insulation are .you have used sandpaper a few
times, you'll soon be able to tell 
blend with the decor of the usually rated at R- 19: Twelve -
by sight which kind you need •
rooms in which the tiles are to inches of the same material
be installed. Sparkling, brilliant - give an R-38 value.
tiles that are right for a recrea-
lion room might be-completely -- • Ycnill -find R - values on
out of place in a cOnservativelY each pge of fiber glass
furnished •bedroom. The subtle insulation'to make it easier
Mors used in a living room than ever to compare differ-
serving it with a protective
layer, like wax on a car. The
big difference is that once it's
'on, your worries are over for
at least the next 20 years.
For further information on
solid vinyl siding products
contact the _C itainTted










The insuiation pays for it-
self in 'about 3 years (even
sooner if you live in a very
-cold--or hot climate and if the
. energy costs increase). The
annual savings continue 'for
a the life of the homejots.
for specific jobs.
Q. - Can you give me your
opinion of "long-life" electric














regular -bulbs and'? wondered - - -
whether-the4e-lengerdiffeAroul4---- saw,-
make the extra price worth it? to 3rri on the energy used for
_IQ/wife cooling and  heating their
bulbs will last longer, it is true,- -h---omes by having from 6 to
but they use more electricity inches of fiber glass hall insu-
and therefore should not be lation on the attic floor. ac-
bought -for -the purpose-of sav--------c-o-rd-ing--to-4-he-bl-a-t-i-onal
ing money. A long4ife bulb - Bureau of Standards and
should be considered if it is to other energy experts.
be located in a place where it --For the b_est_huyallIgagh._._
is very difficult to reach when be sure to read product labels
a change has to be made.. and purchase insulation ac-
cording 6) 'R. value. 'R' is
Q. Pie are Setting ready to the _product a- actitstallca- to
put do resilient floor tiles in heat transfer rating,- say the
experts at the CertainTeed
Home Institute.
nught _not give a kitchen the
kind of cheerful died you
want. But there are exceptions,
depending on your individual
-tastes in decorating. The colors
considered warm are. reds,
pinks; oranges, corals, golds,
yellows and yellow-greens. The,
colors considered cool are
.blues, blue-greens, - blue-grays
and violets. Remember that
colors seem stronger when ap-
plied to a large-surface-4am
when_seen on an individual tile.
Light colors reflect more light,
making things seem lagaer
than they are. Dark colors ab-
sorb light, making things look
smaller and heavier --used ex- -
tensively, they might be a little
depressing, but they sometunes
provide a necessary touch of
harmony. Try not to select tile-
colors because they happen to
be a. curteht trend. The mod-
eta, quality resilient types of
tiles have exceptional durabil-
ity and will still be in ood
shape long after the cola trend
has changed.
. Q. - I intend W install resil-
ient floor tiles in our .1:ning
room. Will they go 'with the
present hardwood basetx)ards'
ent products
You should also look-for
the National Association of
. Home-:Builders Research
Foundation certification
-label on each package: This
label means the insulation
will consistently maintain its
R-value, for the life of your
.home.
- Unlike tot-owe-in products
never settle (vd,bich re
duces its insulating ef-
-ficiency). Too. when you in-
stall' fiber glass insulation
,ba.tts yourself, you, know
exactly what you're getting
. . not always the case when
you have falov.n-in product,




--too. Each bundle or roll teas
sturdy handles on one end.




tips are also included on each
package.
Insulating the attic your--
self usually takes an after- -A. - Yes. But, if you %ish.
noon' time  for the average.    you' MT purchase baseboard*
sized hoMe. In most cases.themadetitesOf_the same loateria.: as
all you do is lay balls of insu-
. 'taken between the joists on
For either of Andy hani: 3 Ike attic floor, then just rel.; \
Re-helpful booklets, "Installing and watch your doll a
-silient Floor Tiles" or ''W(rPd savings mount as crier p
Finishing in the Home,- send
35 cents ahd a long,' stamped, 
c00nisiurtgMdptri,t)ipnfor heatingndd
a- self-addressed envelope4:(70.
Know-How PO Box 
e co,i. t,, insulate tbe
, . attic youiself wit); h-
r11...ungttnertioettn..N•in*.Y. 1.1 66743,nduMair iintlnch-thick R• .19i.jibrot,wriiiiver glass
etuaneswstejornss.71to] be,. giver, to atm^ van'.• on .where 3,ou live. For the.
. • .7 •5
4 •
As the nation's energy
wardens have pointed out.
tirne's FUJIIIirtg OUt . .
so s our energy. So. thin't
delay. inaulate_ your attic
today. For more information
on how much you'll need and -
-how- to inatallat. send for a
copy of 'afftsulating for
Maximum Economic Re-
turn." It's free from the Cer-
tainTeed Home Institut-ea






for ft,,sines! At 01.




























Imagine 20-poUnd t urkey
cooked to perfection, juicy
and golden brown in as
little as one how! and 40 .
-.Thfrmador's new Micro-.
Thermal Oven can do it.
The unig_ue wiper oven
bbrnbiries tnicro --ve s —
with conVeritiortal baking --
or broiling. Both ovens are
self:cleani ng.
See the world's most ad- •







Don't let the fear of uncontrollable or-
unpredictable construction costs keep you -
from building the building you need.
We can help you set the'-right budget.
And then help you stick to it.
With proven Butler building systems
many of our costs are already established.
Everything-goes smoother ...and faster on
the job site. And . single source responsi-
bility means we c-an control costs, much
- more closely throughout the project.
For more information, give us a call.
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Local Runners Do Well
In LIE Marathon Race
GOLDEN POND, KY. -
Sixty-one runners from six
-stares and England par-
ticipated in ̀ the recent first
annual 40,000 theter. • half-
m arat hon. read ract-eo-
sponsored by TVA and the
Murray Marathoners Club,
held at TVA's Land Between
The Lakes.
Bright splashes-of fall eolier-j-
and temperatures in the high
60's greeted runners to the 6.2-
mile and 13.1-mile track at the
170,000-acre public demon-
stration area.
Racers competed in either
the 10,000 meter or the half-
marathon with six men's
divisions and one women's
class. Medallions were
awarded to the five place
finishers; certificates were
presented each runner, and T-
shirts were,given to the first 25
runners to register in each
class
In the 10,000 meter 18-29
become, according to Robert
Jones, recreation planner for
Land Between The Lakes, an
annual event.
October 28, 1978; has




1. Alan Gibson 16 ,Moviling _quer!,
kenincli).*•170756"--"'
111-21 anis
1. Tony Keener. Washington, D.C.,
1.12.13
2. Marshall Crawley, Ripley, Tn,
114:31
3. Patrick Chimes, 21, Shepperton Mid-
dlesex, England, 11440
4_ Ronald Day, V:, Bowling Green,
Kentucky, 1:16:11
5. Kevin Perryman, 22, Merrillville,
Indiana, 1:17.03
3040 Cleat
Brian Sullivan, 30, Bowling Green,
Kentucky, 1:18:21
2.. Roy Young, 37, Flora, Illinois,
1:2749
3. Rai Wuest, 33, Murray, Kentucky,
1:3027
4. William Flournoy, 32. Raleigh, Nor-
•th Carolina, 1 It: 30
5. Carl Kell, 39, Bowling Green. Ken-
- lucky, 1:36:22
open class -Steven- Crisafulli1,-
20, Onedia,.New York, -placed
• first, finishing in 34:08.
Chrisafulli is a junior at
Murray State University.
Second was Gordon Benfield,
24,, a member of the Murray
Marathoners Club and a
1. Gerald Koch, 43, Clarksville, Ten-
nessee, 1:18:54
- 2.- Tom Foster, 42 Owensboro, -Ken-
tucky, 1 :20: 21
3. William Wright, 45, Mentor. In-
diana, 1:29:24
4. Robert TrainOr. Holladay, Ten-'
nessee, 1.35.31






COMING YOUR WAY - Quarterback Nicky Santogado (dark jersey, no number) of the Staplers
fires a pass completion to Mickey Daniel (22). the Browns won 20-6 over the Steele.% in the final
night of Little league Football.
Browns, Colts Win In
Little League Finales
convergionlailed and the Colts
led 6-0•-
Near the end of the first
period, Russ Garland of the
Colts intercepted a pass and
the Colts took over again.
After giving up- the' ball,- the
Tht Browns got on the board
with only twoseconds left in
the first period as Robert
Billington Capped a sustained
drive with a two-yard TD run.
Billington also kept for the
extra point to make it -7-0 for
former All American Cross Lee Stokley. Western Kentucky The Broncos finish the 
Colts again regained the Browns. .
Country racer in 1971-72. 1U,n54ivelpity, Bowling Green, Kentucky, season with a 4-1-1 record possession as Chris Farmer With 2:43 left in the first
Benfield vies clocked at 35:17 ' - 10,000 motor ' while the Colts end up i:n - recovered a fumble. That half, the Browns had the ball
on the 6.2-mile course. 18-21 Class . second with a 4-2 mark. 
fumble recovery led to the at their own 35. Billington ran
Brad Arterburn, 35, a ... 1. 
34'06 
„Steven Crisafulli, 20, Onedia. New In the other contest, the second Colt score, a four-yard off tackle, broke away from
general contractor from z Gordon Benfield, 24, Murray, Ken-
Paducah, Kentuck_y, took lucky, 35:17 BF 
Steelers lost a 20-6 game to the run down the right side by Bill one defender and scooted on
Glavin. Glavin also scored the down the field for 65 yards and
honors, in the 30-39 Senior Jersey1. Tam3r3,711a-bm•-71-Wri-ckfown, New l'h its took The lead-and-, -extra point-for-a 1-3-0 Colt lead.- - his second. TD of -the game..
OWIlSet_.'
• seen's Class with a 41:22; 4. Mitch Heater, 19, Padtlelth, Ken- ne.ver lost it in their win over. The Broncos finally got on Strieter kept on the conversion
-second was Marcus Hoyer, a tuckY• 40'26 the sce.rebdard when with just for a 14;0 Brown lead.5. Richard Taitagne Fort Campbell,
4-year-old geolegist from Kentucky, 41:23 ... '
Sewanee, Tennessee, with a 30-31 Class • •
31. 1. Brad Arterbum. 35, Paducah, Ken-
_,-y_,_41 :
— ' Joseph Webb, Evansville, 
tuck  
Marr2i2is Boyer,. 34. Sew . Ten-
-'iridiarta, placed first in the 40- --eassee• 43:31 --- - - - - - - 
49, Masters with a 36:29; onlY--,2iry'':ot-'"' -10, Letiniin-n' "n- .- rage Standings‘,
13 seconds off pace was John 4. Herbert Johnson, 44-34
5. Terry Canupp, 35, Cape Girardeau,





nessee, with a 36:42.
Lynn Billington, Shepperton
Middlesex, England, who had
just-cortipleted a marathon in
New York State swept the
Vitrinees elast-it 38T51.
In the Veteran's class
James Kane, 55, Louisville,
took honors with a 51:37.
Half-marathon competition
in the 17-Wider class was won
by Alan Gibson, 16, Bowling
Green, :Kentucky,- in- 1-:236.
Two 'Murray -State runners
-- Tony Keener, Washington,
D. C., and Marshall Crawley,
Ripley, -Tn., took first and
second places in the 18-29
&Si, Clocking in at 1:12:13
and 1:14:31 respectively.
A time of 1:18:21 by Brian
Sullivan, Bowling Green,
Kentucky, took first in the 30-
3s class; while-Flora, Illinois,




Tennessee, placed first in the
40-49 category in 1:18:54. Just
10 minutes off first was Tom
Foster, 42, an electrician from
Owensboro, Kentucky, with a
- 1:28:21.
-Lee Stokley,- --a- Western
Kentucky ,,University student,
placed first in the Women's
Class with 1:54:16.
Runners came from Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Illinois,
Indiana, North Carolina,
Missouri, and England to




With a Hearing Aid?
Chicago, 111.-A free offer of
special 'interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone
answering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
are not alike . . . and some
cannot be helped by a hearing
aid. But audiologists report
that many can. So, send for
this free model now, and wear
it in the privacy of your own
tome. It is not a real hearing
aid, but it will show you how
tiny hearing help can be. It's
yours to keep, free. The actual
aid weighs less than aihird of
an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit.
These models are free, so
we,suggest you write for yours
now. - Agaim- we -repeat; -there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. ,Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
tOftr to Dept 5196, Beltone Elec.





1. Joseph Webb, 40, Evansville, In-
diana, 36:29
2. John Rockett, 40, Germantown, Ten-
nessee, 36:42
- Devid-DeVasier, 46, Bowling Green,
Kentucky, 43:53
The Colts prevented the
Broncos from finishing with
an un-dereated season in
Middle School football play
Monday evening as the Colts
pinned a 19-6 loss on the league
champion Broncos,
the,Broricos. With 3:16 left in
the first period, the Colts got
on the hoird as Shawn Glifirin-
threw a 35-yard pass down the
right side to Kyle Evans. The
EASTEROK-044/48940
PhiLs4. JUseph Anderson, 40, Jackson, Ten- . Buffalo - 4 4 .500 I
riesset,, 55:14_ _ ,
.-._  _ilie?e,)n .  
41 75 1444 1.  
W1114111414 (alleges) 1 7 .125 4
1. Lynn Billington, Shepperton Mid- c..w.i N.J.».
diesels, England, 3813- - Atlanta ----- - - 7 1
2. Miriam Litchfield -26, Murray, Ken- Cleve, 7 3 700 1r•
tucky,60:11 N Orins _6 3 .667 I'-
3. Kathy Sown* 34. 4.4erdvi, ,Ken-- ----ik.unten- 5 3- - -635 3- -
tucky,68:43 S Anton 5 5 .190 3'
50-51 Class . ' 
- • , Wash , 3 4 ' '74211 3; "
WHf MN CONRRI1OCI
1 James Kane, 5,5. Louisville, -Ken- inislinst Division




The AP Top Twenty
. By The Associated Presp,
The Associated Press—
college football poll, with first-
place votes in parentheses,
season records and total
PointsPoin •
16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1. Texas (61) 8-0-0 1,308
2. Alabama (2) 8-1-0 1,072
3. Oklahoma 8-1-0 1,020
4. OhioSt. 8-1-0 --908
5. Notre Dame (2) 7-1-0 698
6. Michigan 8-1-0 688
7. Kentucky (1) - 8-1-0 568
8. Arkansas - 7-1-0 536
9. Penn St. 8-1-0 464
10, Pittsburgh 7-1-1 331
12. Nebraska 3-2-0 324
13. Brigham Young
0 163
14. Southern Cal 6-3-0 94
15. Clemson 7-1-1 87
16. Florida St. 7-1-0 80
17, Arizona St. 7-1-0 54
18. Texas Tech 6-2-0 24
19. North Carolina 6-2-1 16
20, Colgate 9-0-0 8
BOWLING
SYRACUSE, N. Y. -- Paul
Moser of Somerset, Mass.,
won his second Professional
Bowlers Association title with
a 380-pin victory over Johnny






Copies horn our new
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich, black Solids are •
completely filled Some say
they look as if theist been




44 seconds reit in the "third The Browns got their final
perfari7- they- -rapped-4 I'D with349left-in the contest
sustained drive of 55 yards when coarterback Mark
with quarterback Tim Brown Boggess scored on a keeper
plunging in from a yard. The-frein_-two_y.ards out,. -the
conversion pass was dropped conversion failing':
and the Broncos-led 13-6. The Steelers get their TD
On the last play from the final play of the game.
scrimmage in the third period, Just as the horn sounded,
David McCuiston of the Colts quarterback Nicky Santagado
carried from his own 44 down-unloaded a deep pass down the
Atlantic Division to the Bronco two-yard line, right sideline to Tommyw t Pd. WI
N York 5 3 .625 - On the second down play, Wagner. The result was a 50-
McCuiston went in from a yard touchdown play. The
yard out. The eentLersien- conversion-failed. - -
Tailed and the Colts led -1-04-: 7rie 13 roans 'Tina' the
The-Colts had a 70-yard TD . season with a 2-3-1 record
run by.John McFerron called while the Steelers end up 1-5.
_back lust before the game
ended.











m..d.r 2 10 
494, H6 all of Fame
, hominy's Goons
San Antonio at New York
Houston at Chicago
Denver at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Portland
a.'",San Antonivos.r I;OaStOn 
New York at.Buffalo
New Jersey at Philadelphia
Bowdon at Detroit
New Orleana at Denver
Indiana at Golden St.
- Colts recognized the offensive
line of' Krit Ail-brit/art, Todd
soo 1 Lawson, Trevor Mathis, Andy
4 4 1 
l Parks, Kevin Richardson and'z
3 5 375 2 Jon Mark Billington. Cited for
Pea& Divn 
1 875 defensive play were Dave1 
6 5 us 24, Whitten and Mitch McNutt.
144 341----The Colts Wid----258 yards
rushing with Bill Glavin
having 137 and McCuiston 121.
-In the second contest_ the
tough ground game of the
Browns was too much for the
Steelers to handle.
With the fine running of
John Strieter and Robert
13111ington,-the Browns moved
the ball well for the entire
game.
...BANGKOK, Thailand.
- India defeated. Indonesia 2-1
Monday night -during the
eighth day Of the 10th King's
Cup soccer tournament.
The halftime score wis 0-0.
South -Korea faced -Singapore-
in the second match.
Participating countries in
the_tgurnament are Malaysia,
South Korea, Singapore, In-
donesia, India and host
Thailand. The six teams are
playing a single round-robin
preliminary elimination round
which ends Thursday. The top
two teams will meet in the
finals Saturday.
G000 GAIN - Robert Billington (24) of the Browns picks up good yardage on this run as he is
about to break a tackle and slip on past the fine. Billington scored two TD's for the Browns in
. their win.
DA-DA DRIVES - David "Do-Do" McCuiston (22) of the Colts drives down the field for a long
gain in the Colts' witt over the Broncos. lead-blociting is Colt teernmate Bill Glavin.
Canadiens Drop Third Game
On Home Ice, Fall To Stars
MONTREAL (AP) - Less
than a month has passed since
- the- opening night rif the
National Hockey League
season Oct. 12, when the
--Miantreal Canadlens defeated-
Minnesota 7-3 here, leaving
North Stars Coach Ted Harris
shaking his head.
•
Harris was-heard to remark
-bnthat OCCEIStati: "If they lose
one genie at home all year, I
will be surprised. Pardon me-
they will lose one-the neat
time we are here."
Harris may simply have
been catching himself and
putting up a brave front for
the people who pay him to
motivate the North Stars, but
when the NHL schedule put
Minnesota back at the Forum
Deals -
By the Associated Press
sAsickniALL
National liasketball
- - Association - -
BOSTON CELTICS -
Waived Jim Ard, center.
NEW JERSEY NETS -
Traded Al Skinner, guard, and
two future draft choices to the
Detroit Pistons in exchange
for Kevin Porter, guard and
Howard Porter, forward, and
an undisclosed amount of
cash.
NEW YORK KNICKS -
Place Ticky Burden, guard on






- Announced that Dave
- I Again, defenseman, has teen
suspended by the NHL for one
-game and -fisted-MO for
shoving a linesman during a
game with the Cleveland
Barons on Oct. 28.
COLLEGE
CITY COLLEGE OF NEW
YORK - Named Richard
Zerneck athletic director.
UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN - John Jardine,
head-football eisaett, 'resiknett,--:"
effective at the end of this
season.
Pro Grid Standings
DI lb. Associroil Pniss
American Nebel C•ntoronco
IT -'0St -11
Balt 7 1 0- .875 172
Miami 6 2 0 .750166
N Eng 5 3 . '0 .625185
NY Jets 2- -6 0 .250 133
Buff • 2 6 0 .25099
Cleve 
C4.1.4 Divinion
5 3 0 125
PiCintts 
4 4 0 .500
ci 4 4 0 100
W•stein Division
Oakld 7 1 (1 175 206
D env . to 
7 1 0 .875 169
SDi eg 4 4 0 .500 III
Stpale 2 6 0 .250 153llactsy




8 0 0 1.000 =1
s Louis
5 3 0 .625 179
WNyPhiaslhaGts -43 5t--0 -.5:5 45126
3 5 0 .375 101
Contrail Illesion
Minn 5 3 0 .625 98 118











3 -.0 .375 143
Gn Bay 2 6 0 .75077
Tpa Bay 0 .000 46
Costa. Division
LA. . 5 3 0 . 125 189
ATInta- -11-717 300-73
S Fran 3 5 0 .375 104
N Orins 2 6 0 .250 153
• nlondov's Revolts





New England at Miami
New York Giants at Tampa Bay
Seattle at New York Jets
Washington at Philadelphia
San Francisco at New Orleans
Kansas City at Chicago
LA. vs. Green Bay at Milwaukee
Denver at San Phew/ •
Houston at Oakland
rasa's-it at Minnesota, NBC
34•416mNov. 14

















for the second and last time
this season Monday night, the
visitors did as Harris
premised, hanging a 5-3 loss
on the Canadiens.
Far troM flax is" prediction
on opening night, it con-
stituted Montreal's third loss
at home this-season and left
the Stanley Cup champions,
who went ondefeked -through
their first eight games, with
only one victory in their last
six outings. •
"The goaltending was 'the
biggest thing tonight," Harris
said of Pete LoPresti's
Monday night performance in
stopping 33 Montreal shots,
including 19 saves in the
second period, the most en-
tertaining .action of the
evening.
"I didn't think they were
going to get a ' pea 'past
LoPrestir Harris said.
- Steve Jansen, Dean
Talafous and Brad Maxwell
gave Minnesota a 34. first-
period lead. Tim Young and
Pierre Jerry had third-period
goals for the North Stars.
Young's was the winner at
7:55.
Montreal got second-period
scores by Steve Shutt and Guy
Lafleur and a final-period goal
by Jacques Lemaire that
pulled then within 4-3 at 10:53.
"We lost- a heartbreaker at
home the other night to
Chicago," Harris said. "We
had all kinds of chances to
seore and -I felt for sure we
could beat Chicago. Tonight,
the guys were right on the
corners; with their shots."
Montreal netminder Michel ,
Larocque, *holaced 20 shots,
was the man trying to cover
the corners without much
success.
"This is a good way to start
a four-game road swing,"
Harris said of his Mirth Stars,
who have a 4-841record in the
Senythe Division. The
Canadiens are 7-3-3 in the
Norris Division.
In games tonight, Los
Angeles Kings visit
Washington Capitals_ in .a
Norris clash and Colorado
Rockies play host to Van-
couver Canucks in a meeting
of Symthe rivals.
Purcell Opens Play In
Stockholm Open Today
Thirty-two of the world's leading junior tennis players
from 16 countries, including two from the United States, will
COMPite-in -the SAS-.Stockholm Open Junior Cup Tour-
nament, November 8-12,1977. ,
Participants from the United States are Mel Purcell, of
Murray, KY, and Lea Antonopolis, of Glendora, CA, two of
America's top 18-year-old players chosen by the United
States Tennis Association to compete.
Purcell, in 1977 National Championships play, finished in at
the-quarter-finals of _every toinmam•ent in which he
played. He reached the semi-finals of the-National 111 Juniors;
the quarter-finals of the 18 Hard Courts and 18 Clay Courts,
the semi-finals of the U. S. 18 Nationals, and he won the 18
National Grass Courts.•He will prqbably be ranked among
the top four junior players in the United States.
Antonopolis, a freshman at USC, was this year's Junior
Wimbledon girls champion and a finalist in the Pepsi Junior
International Championships. Ranked fifth among 18-and-
under girls in 1976, she has six National titles to her credit, in-
--eluding -three-shigles.- and three .dotsblest. Last year she
reached the fourth round of the U. S. Open Championships.
Junior Cup play will be at Stockholm's Royal Tennis Club,
the same week as the Annual Stockholm Open, one of
Europe's _istair indoor tournaments on :the- Men's
Professional Grand Prix Tour. The Junior Cup is being spon-
sored for the second consecutive year by Scandinavian
Airlilies and the Stockholm Open in cooperation with the
Swedish Lawn Tennis Association.
The tournament will include a field bf 15 young men besides
Purcell, among them several National Junior champions -
Per Hjertqvist of Sweden and Frank Janssen of Holland.
Among lit field of 16 girls including Lea Antonopolis will he
French. Junior-champion Martine-Bureau,, Bra7ilian 
champion Claudia Monteiro, British Junior champion Debbie
Jevans and Wimbledon-Junior semi-finalist Sylvia Hanika of
Germany.
Aft& the Junior Cup--final-rounds, November 12, the win-
ners will receive prizes from H. M. Carl XVI Gustaf, King of
Sweden, at the final of the Stoeldholm Open itself the
following day.
Last year's winners, Jan Kaellqvist and Nina Bohm, both
of Sweden, are noteligible to defend their respective Junior.
titles since they have both turned 19. This year's players are
between the ages of laarrd18.
In addition to the U. S., Brazil and Australia, the Juniors
represent 13 E.eropean countries: Austria, Belgium, Den-
mark, England, Finland, France, Germany, Holland, Italy,





1300 Johnson, Murray 759-1234
ALOHA
PONTOON BOAT
Late Trade-in - extra, extra nice, 24' with full furniture, equipped
with 1976 50 HP Mercury. All new in 1976, Like new now. Not a
Flote-Bote by a country mile but a nice used boat...
Others to choose from including used 28' Flote-Bote Stern




Take 94-list out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280, Folloss 280 for mikes past Bonne/'s
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TOUGH TASK — Bronco quarterback Tim Brown, whose face is barely showing, had a tough
task here in trying to keep from getting creamed as David McCuiston (22) of the Colts and Kyle
Evans come in for the tackle while Greg Turner (25) of the Broncos tries to block for Brown.
(Staff Photos by Mike Itraisdoa)
George Foreman Only One Who
Can Save Heavyweight Boxing
By WILL GRIMSLEY
• AP Special Correspondent
"George been acting funny
lately-restless like," said the
mother of the former world
heavyweight champion. '41
'spect he may be wantin-to get
back in the ring.
"After all, fightin' was his
world. It was all he ever did. It
was all he lived for. If it would
make him happy, I Wouldn't
raise any objections."
Is George- Foreman, who
demolished Joe Frazier twice
and stopped Ken Norton in two
rounds, planning a comeback?
Such a rumor circulated
today in. the wake of Ken
Norton's split decision victory
over Jimmy_ Young and the
failure_ QL champion
Muhammad All to definitely
commit himself to a bout with
the winner.
Naturally, the first thing to
&--was Pa In a call George.




Texas, said thettid •wasn't
around. He had gone to
Marshall. That's the little
Texas town where George was
born.
The phone rang at the 21/2-
acre. Foreman farm.„George
wasn't there, either. But his
mother was. She would pass
the message on to George. He
was somewhere evangelizing.
In April, after a shocking
defeat at the hands of Jimmy
Young, Foreman told of a
vision from Heaven which
directed him to go out and give
the message of Bible to the
masses.
"I go where_God leads me,"
he said.
Less than a month later he
announced he was retiring
frorrrthe ring because of his
religious beliefs and his love
for his mother.
George's mom, who was
seperated frUM—FOrman's
father when their ion was 1,
said that was so when George
first began his ring career but
not necessarily the case now.
Forman's re-emergence
would giVe a boost to a sport




thought. Fifteen rounds of
packaged boredom, proving
nothing. A comeback by
anionin' Joe Frazier against
Earnie Shavers? The Society
for Prevention of cruelty to
Old Pugilists wouldn't stand
for it. A succession of Bums of
the Month for the great Ali?
Forget it.
Heavyweight boxing is in
trouble. All's act is as jaded as
Milton Berle's Comedy Hour.
Only Foreman, age 29, is-
capable of generating new
excitement. A 6-foot-4, 225-
pound monster, he has proven
he can crush any man he can
catch, as Frazier and Norton
will attest. -Hawes neutralized
by All's rope-a-dope in Zaire
. and Young's fancy counter-
punching in Puerto Rico,




Keith Richardson upset third-
seeded Eddie Dibbs and
Francisco Gonzales surprised
11th-seeded Bob Lutz in the
$150,000 Stockholm Open
Tennis Tournament.
Colts Slosh To 10-3 Win To




another Monday tight victory,
not as impressive as a year
ago, perhaps, but right on
schedule as far as the
Baltimore Colts were con-
cerned.
The Colts slogged through
the mud in Memorial Stadium
to score a 10-3 decision over
the Washington Redskins,
with a 12-yard pass from Bert
Jones to a diving Freddie
Scott providing the winning
points early in the final
quarter.
While it pushed Baltimore's
record to 7-1 and kept it alone
atop the AFC East, the har-
dearned triumph in the
defense-dominated clash of
neighborhood rivals was in
sharp contrast to the last
Monday night game here, one
year ago against Houston.
The Colts hosted the Oilers,
also in the season's eighth
week, and thundered to a 38-14
victory. It proved to be their
best effort of the year as they
dropped two of their final five
games before being easily




the ball, ,with Jones and
Company running off 80 plays
to Washington's 54 and using
up 121/2 more minutes of
playing time. , _
"I said early in the week
that we couldn't leave our
defense out there all game—and
still beat the Colts. Well, that's
exactly what we did, and I
didn't help them any," said
Theisrnann, who completed 11.
of 27 throws for 168 yards. -
Theismann and the rest of
the Redskins, now 4-4 and in
third place in the NFC East,
thought they had gained a shot
at a tie on the final play._
The quarterback's toss from
_Richardson outlasted_Pibbs the Baltimore 13 w
as caught in
iLgi 34,74 white_Geigraisik-Vrie end zone by,, capita:MI.
little-known Puerto Rican, But
 the officials, who stopped
struggled through two
tiebreakers en route to a 6-4, §-
7, 7-6 triumph over Lutz. -
SOUTHWEST FACULTY — The Southwest Celloway Elementary School Faculty is one of the
groups of teachers who will be playing basketball in Jeffrey Gym, Thursday, November 10, 1977
at 7 p.m. Each Calloway County school will be represented by its faculty in the ladies basketball
games. North Calloway lady teachers will be playing East Calloway, and Southwest will play
Calloway High. Standing Left to Right: Mrs. Gail Turner, Mrs. Maxine Burkeen, Mrs. Ruth
Calhoun, Mrs. Juana Dodson, Miss Mary Culver, Mrs. Nancy Schempp, Miss Suan Romp.



























and well do it!
• •
mg 57 en
The Store For Men
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray
te.
753-8777
the clock with two seconds
remaining as defensive
players lined up, ruled that
time had run out one the
ball was snappecl. -
"Everybody telli -then.
players to walk back slowly
and take their time,"
Washington Coach George
Allen said. "But he the official
had stopped the clock. If that's
the case, then either the clock
is wrong or we had a touch-
down."
A poor play by the special
teams, a perennially strong
point of Allen-coached squads,
led to the Colts' winning points
in the game played in a steady
rain on a field soaked by two
days of downpour.
Late in the third period, with
the score knotted on field
goals by Toni Linhart and
Mark Moseley, Washington
punter 'Mike Bragg shanked a
22-yard kick out of bounds at
the Baltimore 39.
From there, the Colts
moved steadily downfigld,
with Jones suddenly finding
the range on passes that
earlier that had been sailing
over the heads of open men or
splashing in the mud in front
of diving receivers.
"It was hard to really zip the
ball in this kind of weather,"
said Jones, who completed 13
of 27 passes for 100 yards.
On a third-and-seven
situation, Jones hit Scott with
a bullet over the middle,
gaining the first down by
inches at the Washington 14.
Then after a two-yard run,
Jones and Scott connected
again, this time for the win-
ning TD on a pass that the
Amherst graduate had to
stretch full-length to .geab in
the end zone.
Jardine Upset By Fans,
Resigns At Wisconsin
MADISON, Wis. AP—
What sickened John Jar-
dine's players most about his
sudden regisiation Monday
was that some ill-mannered
fans got their wish.
And Jardine acknowledged
that an ugly scene after his
University of Wisconsin
football team_ lost Saturday
was the Main factor in his
decision to quit after nearly-
eight seasons as head coact!
Several fans sitting near the
tunnel connecting the field and
locker rooms taunted Jardine
with refrains of "Good-bye
--Jardine, Good-bye,Jardiner
Good-bye Jardine, we're glad
to see you go." The players
also were jeered and some
were pelted with apples and
toilet paper. .
"The fans pay their eight
bucks and they can do
whatever they want. I mean
that sincerely," --a red-eyed
AricUfrawitrarcrtrie,11 told*
hastily arranged news con-
ference.
"But what happened to my
players really affected them,"
he said. "Some wanted to go
back out in their shorts and do
battle with those people. I had
to break up the postgame
press conference to stop them.
I just said then,`That's it.' I
don't ever again want to see
that. •-- • - - • - •
"My stomach has not been
toe good lately, but the main
thing was what happened
right after the game," he said.
"They can boo the coaches all
they want. But I don't think
players should ever be booed.'
Jardine said that:in the
interests of a smooth tran-
sition, he will vtoach the
Badgers' last two games,
against Iowa here Saturday
.an at Minnesota Nov. 19..
Athletic Director Elroy
Hirsch. who said he tried to







Athletic Director Paul Giel
says he is impressed with the
National Collegate Athletic
Association decision to lift an
indefinite probation against
all university men's sports
except basketball.
"I'm sorry the basketball
probation was extented," Giel,
said. "But considering how
long all of this has been going
on, the lifting of the probation
on our 'entire program should




prouation untill Oct. 28, 1978,
the university Said Monday.
The lifting of the probation
was expected after the
university ended an impasse
with the NCCA by declaring
basketball players Mike
Thompson and Dave Winey
ineligible.
University Vice President
Stan Kegler said he expects a
decision early next week on
the type of suspension the
NCAA will hand Winey and
Thompson. '
That decision is expected to
be announced before the
Gophers' first basketball
game Nov. 16 against the
Cuban national team.
The NCAA had contended
that Thompson, the Big Ten "
scoring champion last season,1
had sold season tickets for
more than their face value and
that Winey had accepted free
lodging at a lake home from a
university booster.
- The basketball probation
dates from the day University
President C. Peter Magr4th









12 months to pay on purchases of $50.00 to '500.00
Absolutely no interest on service charge
Includes entire stock (except for shoes)
An unbeatable combination Big K's low
low prices and 1 year financing without
any interest. Credit cleared while you
shop.
Subject to Credit Approval
-•.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity frnployei 9-9 Mon Sat Rucijocupo
Limit Rights Reserved 1-6 Sundays,
Acres of fres Porlimo
•4r9
against the two 6-foot-10
basketball players.
The basketball probation
actually amounts to an ill-
creased penalty and means
the team will not be able to
appear in post-season tour-





Glen Edwards, who left the
Pittsburgh Steelers last week
because he wanted more
money, will return to practice
today, a team spokesman
said.
Edwards, a aeven-year •
National Football Leagtke
veteran who played-MA& tea-
two Pro Bowl games, 'walked
out last Thursday and missed
the Steelers 21-7 loss to Denver
Sunday.
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Course On Bible To Be
Offered At Murray State
Murray State University, literature, all the familiar
Department of English will Bible stories, from the
offer--a--eeurse tailed-4=Th* crNation story in Genesis--to
• -Bible as Literature" • in the, the life of Christ bt, the
ss,ripg_semeder._ • Go.tpIipr Dr, forrester said.
The one semester course "AIOng-the Way10184111 alSo
.- will meet on. ThUrsdays 6-9 _examine other topics that help
9,m,_and_wasiye_three_houryt: to make the Bible come alive
credit. Among these will be the in-
Accroding to Dr. Kent fluence of the Bible on English
Forrester, associate professor and-American literature, the
of English at Murray State, histfary of Bible translations,
the text for the course is "The characteristics of. Biblical
New Oxford Annotated Bible narrative, the -Iiiiikeup of
with the Apocrypha" which is ancient Hebrew society, an-
Available at the university cient religious ritual,and the
bookstore. history, geography and ar-
"The heart of the couise will • cheology of Bible lands," D.
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'Answer to Monday Puzzle
trfrik7f
-rkk 5 tPt E
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MAID MOM





30 Showy 48 Vast agesflaronoun flower 49 Vehicle
6 Man's'32 Cry 50 New Deal 
nickname_ .American Age ROY__
Locations essayist (mit I
0 Period ot 35 Feeting 51 Dress
time - 39 Note of. border -
2 Condiment scale 52 Cloth
3 Hostelry 40 Skill measure
4 Paid notice 41 Three-toed 54 Catch
SCity In The sloth !cohost )-
Netherlands 44 Writing 55 Greek letter
8 Hypothetical implement 56 Lair 
force -416. Un 1101 -59 gapy_kgrAtan
9-Depart energy deity
C L%NS'IE II A ID 
I. Legal Notice
NOVEMBER 7.,--1977 - I
will not be responsible
for any debts incurred
except those made by










• . haircle. 209 Waldrop.
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COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
cetaies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
_ x 10 $2.40. F'astlenice..
_ ‘rteraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
WHERE IS paradise? Is
Jesus ,Christ in
ParadLse? If not, where
is Jesus Christ? For the
answers to these and
any other questions that
might-arise- cheek-the-
pages of the only in-
struction book inspired
by God for the use of his
PeClge• llllllllllll Bible.-




hops. Apply in person





753-9382 after 5 p. m.
EARN MONEY NOW.
take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for free




- Wendy's Old_ Fashion
Hamburgers now taking
applications for
restaurant to open in
early February.
•Tiaining will be con-
ducted at our store in
PaduealL










Paris, Tn., 7.5 p. m.
_ s
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
money plus cash
bonuses; fringe benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regar-
dless of experience,
write.C. M. PA% Pres.,
Box 711, -Ft. Worth, Tx.
-76101.
--MAMI42-41'REET Texaco• .
WHAT WEn-hest- ts seeds ,serviee -station -fo
care. Needline, 753-638.3. attendailt. -Apply in






  Products. Contact
• Holmap Jones, 217. South
13th; phone 7§3-3128.
YOU KNOW, \ kgALLY2




THE PHANTOM  ."
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7WE MUST BE MARRIED BEFORE THE
SKULL THRONE... IN THE PRESENCE
OF THE COUNCIL -OF CHIEFS, THE
4Y6/s1s1 BANDAR, AND SPECIAL
 GUMS.
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MISSING ONE male blue
tick hound 4 years old.
t Not a goodhunting dog,
. but_ -a--little„boys -pet, ---





1978 MHS Senior ring.
Initials ,AJR engraved_





in my home 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. 5 day week.
Please call 753-9490. VVV
WANTEo
Full time service man. •
Will consider man
with experience or
someone that is ser7.
vice inclived  and 







Chemical plant needs an
expe-rienced main-
tenance mechanic.
Applicant must have at
least 3 years experience




resume to Box 32 G.
"Dealers Wanted"
energy mate
Thc '5443(4-Burner" that sores
yoa dollars in fuel costs
cOstrun 01 SUPPUMINTAt MIST






Apply in person or call.
492-9785 Gallintores
Restaurant, Hazel.
WANTED WOMAN to do
alterations. Apply in






























or call Mr. James
Collect (303) 778-1026.














motor for a 1966 Dodge
Standard Shift. Call 436-
2292.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WANTED - used violin
---Withiraw arid
be in good condition.
Call 753-7947.
REGISTERED YOUNG
female Blue Tick coon
hound. Must be A-1
Squirrel dog on trial
only. Call 753-7508.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669. • -
15 Articles For Salt
MUST SELL house full of
furniture. Also Schwhin




gold, size S. 1350. Call
759-1166.
OAK FIREWOOD, 15.00
rick delivered. Call 753-
4304 after 5 p.m.
LPN's Full Time-
'Part Time





Contact Miss Porter at 247-0200
Advertisement for Title IX
Senior Community
Employment Program
APPLICATIONS NEEDED - for part time work;
-*hours per week, $2.50 per hour. Must be at
least 55 years of age and below a certain income
, level: Income level varies according to the num-
ber in the family. If you are receiving any type of
public- -assistance and over .55 you are
automatically eligible. If interested please con-
_ tact Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
and ask about Title IX Senior Community Em-
ployment Services. 753-0929.
WANTED DEALERS
To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and building owner can use it, and can save them up
to 50% of their heating bills. We are the oayTy--..
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We are interested only in selling
this foam insulation that we manufacture. Can be
applied all year round. ,Write Imperial Coatings &
Chemicals, 4700 Wissahichon Av. Phila., Pa. 19144,
Mr. Warren. (215)844-0706.
• • %VW Save!
20 Mae
Free Delivery
floorsd, rosily to as*. Or bay e 11-11011d and sum Complete sod
ready ho ~Ma11oplo24sill storierd, but Al road soy she
-oosist Shop SW Ant that-east Is COOmitiollt sool boy Ms boot
cation. IS.111111T-PROTAUS 91111011111$ ?SS_
15 Articles Tor Sale
YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT_ worries will be
-Ovi4 wheii you come see
a unique collection of
antiques, depression
glass and dried flower
arrangements on
display inside the Hair - -
Dresser Beauty- -Shops;
201 South 6th St. Sold by
Mrs. Euple Morris
through the Month of
November. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
• FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436-2758 or 753-5862.
55 GALLON CORN syrup
drums with removable
tight fitting lid. $5.00
_ each. Also odd lots of
candy. Coconut candy
-bar, $1.00 per lb. Nut
J• .0443 Imo Perr .111- CAUL
between 8 and 4:39 753-




save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric, shampooer.




- firewood tor sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
PORTABLE DISH-
WASHER, like new. $40










years old, $350.for both:  _





16th Street in Fox-
. -Meadow/8, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




-stitch, crewel, and Floss-
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and





plow and disc. 1974 F-600




model 48-22 magnum 6"
barrel, brand new.




lbs. Wing Chapperal 45-
60 lb. Wing Ket.c -&-T














Ileac ••••••1 444 sponted ewer 74
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sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs.--West Ky.
• Cabinet Co., 1203 AtOry.
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tique beds or campers.
dtreet and Save on
, all mattresses,
Healthopedic. or- -foam.









ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
now and save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissoris Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174. Open 7:30-
5:80- or anytinfe by
appointment.
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
and white television.
Perfect for dorm room
or second T.V. Good _
condition. Best offer.
Call 767-4114 anytime.
27. Mobile Home Sales
SIX ROOMS unfurnished,
garage,-central air. 75' x
/25' lot. 209 ft. off High-
way 280. 7,000.00. Call
436-2733 after 4 p. m.
MOBILE HOME 10 x 54, 2
bedroom, completely
furnished. 2300.00. Call
753-9817 after 4 p. m. -
1974-MOBtLE HOME, 3.
bedroom, 2 baths,





21 Mobile Home Sales




central heat and air,
tower antenna, front and
back awning with large
garage and large lot- fill
South, Puryear. Call 901-
247-5481 or 753-8929.
BY OWNER - due to
serious accident we are
forced to sell Cardinal
Court Mobile Home
Park. 11 units now
rented, also 7 spaces
rented, total 18. Income
now $1,661 per month.
Room for 6 more units
For quick sale Thomas
A. James, Route 3,
Mayfield, Ky. 42088 or
call 247-8883.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home nract4 for
rent, at RIViera Courts.







32. Apartments For Rent
NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for girls.




- near campus. Girls only.





Call at noon or after 5,
753-4109.
You Have &Doctor
You Have A Lawyer
You Have An Accountant
You NEED A REALTOR








A Fireplace That Says
Relax! Everything about this 3 bedroom contemporary is
perfect- front to back, top to bottom. Features Great
Room with built-in bookcases and desk. Quality




Helen Spann - 753-8579
Bill Payne - 753-9794
753-1492
1200 Sycamore
Brenda tones - 753-8668
Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Judy lohnston - 41-4446
'
ON CATALINA
While the children are out playing in the large fenced in
backyard, you can enjoy the inside amenities of this fine
home. This three bedroom, two bath home has low cost
central plos heat for an inexpensive winter heating bill.
The dancing flames and the smell of a pine or oak log
burning in the fireplace will make you want to stay home
on chilly nights and enjoy your fireplace. The owner is
leaving town so you can celebrate the Thanksgiving
holiday in your new home. 'Cali Pam Rodgers at 751-7116
or our office for more information on this excellent
home. se '




Pam Rodgers 758-7116 Brice Ratterree1_534921
LinchrDrate 753-0492 • • Bob Rodgef5l16
.Timbraves 436-2321 Roy Folsom 75
•
38. Pets Supplies




Call 753-6749 or 4364838.
AKC MALE black Cocker
puppies. $80 also taking
orders for Christmas.











BIRD DOG PUPS. Have
bred my,- inaIe ThittSii
Son of Cheyenne Sam





are beautiful pups. 7






November 12, 1717, 12:30
p. m. Water Valley, Ky.
Offering bulls, open
heifers, bred heifers,
cows and calves. Cows
bred to R. W. J. Victor J.





No. B-0. Friday Ilth and





.,- bedroom brick, 2 baths,
carpeting, drapef,




x 22 concrete patio, 12 x





) OVE-2HEARP YOU 5.0*e THE CON-









MY -Your Properly With Us
--305411eirrit - -4634a61-
SMALL FARM - 40
acres, some bottom
land, some nice timber.
Four room house, good -
mobile home, good
tobacco barn and stock
barn-.. Tobacco- base-.
available. Located N. W.
of Murray. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 or visit our office at'







The Henry E. Elliott House and Lot located at 502
Pine Street in Murray will be sold at public auction
on Thursday, -November-10, 1977, at 2:30 o'clock p.
m. attheabove address.
This sale is being conducted by the Personal
Representative in order to settle the estate.
Terms of the sale will be for cash upon delivery of
deed within five (5) days following sale date.
A representative of the estate will be present at
the house for two hours prior to time of sale for
prospective bidders to inspect the property.
A minimum bid will be announced by the
representative of the estate at the beginning of the
sale...----
Texas Sweet
ORANGES 111 Lb. Bog 375
Ruby Red
pRhAPEFRUIT 19 lb. Bag 375
CUCUMBERS......13 tor 100..
from the Texas Volley-State end Goyerninorrt asaricted
Can buy Front BILL JONES 305 S. 12th
AUCTION
Friday, November 18, 1 p.m.
Selling 367 acre river bottom farm, 7
miles East of Smithland, Ky. The farm
contains about 225 acres of flat fertile
land, suitable for continuous row crop-
ping. Improvements include - midern
home, grain bins, barns, trench silo,
good fences. Also springs, wells and
Portd&Atis one nii18,of River frontage.
Call Auctioneer for maps ad






-.711S-T LISTED- - In--
vestment Property. . an
apartment building . . .
five apartments plus 2
garage apartments.
Excellent location -






portunity of a lifetime. .
Loretta Jobs Realtors._
753-1492.




on beautiful wooded lot
near the university.
Owners transferred and




much more. Priced to
sell fast. 20's. Phone
Kopggyttm REALTY, _
75312222. We are working





"Y Key TuntoingMa, ppy
711 Main 753-1222
WHY RENT? About 6. 
milesWest, double




Insurance & Real Estate
Souths r de Colirt Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
HWY -641 NORTH. At-
tractive stone and brick
3 bedroom home. 134
acre wooded lot. Central
heat and air. Fireplad.
1 car garage, large
porch and patio.
45,000.00. Wilson Ins. &
Real Estate. 753-3263
anytime.
NEAR THE LAKE -= 1.38
acres, two buildings.
Gas heat, storm win-
dows. Can be bought
worth thy money. Call'
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
JUST REDUCED - Are
you economy minded?
Transferred owner must
sell this warm, spacious
4 bedroom, 11/2 bath
home ' that offers
comfortable living for a






storage make this - a
house that's a reel--to-
vettrnent. Call today far
an appointment to see
-This home. or come by,
105 -N lath, BOYD
MA--J-ORS _ REAL
ESTATE. 753-8080.






Tao Key P•opio Ir, 1•94 ikr
751.7724
901 Sycamoro Morro, ay.
ON HIGHWAY 121- West -
stone house and large
shaded lot. Call 489-2110.
TWO FOR THE MONEY
- Brick duplex with
each unit having 2
bedrooms located only 4
, miles from Murray.
This property offers a
good return or in-
vestment and owner
would consider finan-




Lociteil 6 miles from
Murray. This 3
bedroom, -1½ tuitlithonle
offeri easy, _ happy
" family living- at a
reasonable price. Home
is situated on 11-i-2 acres
with lots of shade trees •











44. Lots For Sale
1ABCK-150T-on 121 West --
has 30 x 60 block barn,
could be used for some
type of business. Call
489-2110.
45 Farms For Sale
a
49 Used Cars & Trucks 51. Services Offered
1974 FOUR WHEEL drive 
LICENSED ELEC-
_ _ TRICIAN- ftromid ci-
oip 
47;:a ficient service. NO job
new wheels and tires. - 4tt'' mat Call grnest
$344, 1968 Dodge- grain  e' 
Whit 7534605
truck, $1850. 1962 Dodge 
QEPLEItAL "LOMEtruck tracter,1650.-allr remodelingi--framing489-2792.
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.1975 SILVER Cougar XR7
with maroon interior,
bucket *Ms, automatic
on thefloor, factory AM-
FM 8-track, and factory
mags, , white walls,
power steering and
brakes. Call 753-1419 or
753-8273 after 5:00.
1971 FORD MUSTANG 6
cylinder, „engine, .3
speed. Good condition.
Best offer -to 1200.00.
'Call after 5:30 436-5344.
1972 ELECTRA 225, full
-power .and air. Fpur_
door hardtop. Call 474-
2771 after 5 p.m.
1973 MONTE CARLO.
Gold, AM and tape.
2550.00. Call 753-6054.
19'72 MG, good condition.
1100.00 firm. Call 753-











- - - -
1976 GMC PICKUP,
heavy duty, 18,000 miles.
Super Single tires.
4,000.00 firm. Call 753-
7981.
WEST OF MURRAY - 36 1973 FORD Grand Torino.
acres, 49 acres, 77 acres, 1500.00 or best offer. Call
or 85 acres- Call 489- 7=300_
2110.
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE „BY OWNER
- 3 „bedroom, Jituse--
Near University. Priced
in 20's. ("Alt 753-8726
after -5' p.
E N E R_G Y C 0 N -
SERVATIQN home
nearing completion.
Located on _Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen with alr built-
ins. Lots ofsloset space
including Walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208-after
6 p.m.
YOU FINISH and save -
three 3 bedroom houses
under construction. Buy
when finished on outside
or contractor will give
price finished. Call 489-
2110.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CAMARO SS. 350
automatic, extra nice. B
Allis Chalmer tractor,
plow and cultivator. Call
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, ex-








Camino 350, air, power
steering and brakes
- condition-
2200.00 firm. Call 753-




up. 327 automatic with
wine 4ires .and wheels.
850.00. Call 354-6217.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one-owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau .top,






• department at 1-24 and





Company Inc. Air con-










decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson, 753-4545.
OLDIE BUT GOODIE
-413 N. 6th St.
One of those homes that. will be here when we've gone
Good in town ikication on.a large lot ikith garden spot
maintainence aluminum siding evterior with tongue
& groove walls under dry wall A panelling along with
natural gas & fireplace make this VCIN e«vnomir al. To see
this or others call or come by
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
_Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center





both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on

















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
- by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
Call _Doti& Taylor








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.




home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 4364896.
INSULATION SAVES





8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
MIX. Call 753-1335.
FOR YOUR septic tank
, -end backhoe work
meas. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. PhOqe 7534689 or
436-2586 or 436-5341
FOR BACKHOE and  
-bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 er after 4 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, beating and












babysit with small child












welted cleans carpets es...
EASILY-
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
--
 -,wwses-switywowvio
out deep down dirt and







Rest for way $12.00
Bel-Air Decor Store '
Sol C•whw 7S3-342
FENCE SALES at Sears_ _
now. Call Doug Taylor





*---patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 5 or weekends.





steam or _dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the,
finest homes for over 30













DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,








THIS COULD BE IT
A good location for home plus business. This has
2 bedroom modern home, carpeted, with
baseboard heat, range-and refrigerator. Has 28 x
40 ft. shop building attached whichwould be used
for various O-Pes of business: On 150 x 200 ft. lot.
Price is right. 621,500.
2 nice take cottages One Is 612.500 and -other 1s
$18,000. Both worttt the money.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-25117 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Persoll, 753-8961 Prentice Duni, 753-572S
T.C. Col1ie 753.5122'
Hospital. He was 76 years of
age and a retired farmer.
Private family prayer
Sehrl,c.e_s were held Monday at
6:30 p,m. at LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tn., with Bro. Don Stevens
officiating_. Entombment was
this morninf; at eleven a.m. at
Massac Memorial Gardens,
Metropolis, Ill.
Mr. Walker, a native of
Grantsburg, Ill., was born
April 2ff:39111. a son of the late
Hartley W.--,Wallter and Mary
E. Rose Walker: He wgs
serve ON th*-0.0p1P8M1y40084---Theft400-Peeetrber 26, 1942, to
since his retirement in 1975. the former Nora Alexander,
He has also served as who survives. He was a
piesidentT Alf the -American.' -nieinbef . • the Church-of
-TobaCcO Association in 1954. Christ:
-- Re was afi" active manager of The ,PurYear man is -stir-
bisiarm-in Scott County at the, vived by. his wife; one step-
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Deaths and Funerals 
E. W. Humphreys, William P. Walker Hubert Davidson,
• Father Of Murray Die At Hospital Brother, Mrs. Hart,
Woman,DiesMonday With Rites Today Dies On Saturday
Edwin Ward Humphreys. . William P. i Bill ) Walker of
father of Mrs. A. W. Simmon.S_Puryear, -Tn., died Sunday At
Of Murray, die4-14044424,-----the- M.r. ay -Calloway County
at eight p.m. He was 67 years
of age and a resident of
Groverland Farm
- Georgetown. •
Mr. Ruinphreys Served as
president of the Southwesarn
Tobacco Corporation in
Lexington and • as_ vice-
president of Universal Leaf
Tobaccd Corporation in Rich-
mond, Va., where--he was in
charge of Imilorts-Exports. .
In 1958 he was named to the
--Boar.d of Directors of
Universal Leaf Tobacco




Loyal Bucy of 619 Ellis
"rive, Murray-, died Monday-
at 8:50- Arthe
Municipal HospitaL He was 84
years of age and a retired
fanner- "•
The- Murray man was a
member of the Pleasent
Valley Church of Christ. Boni
Septe
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Sam Bucy and
Mary Willoughby Duey.
Mr. Bucy is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Minnie Polly
Kimbro Bucy, to whom* was
married January 1, 191S; one
daughter, Mrs. Rudy (Ruby)
Benton)._ two. 
iorial, Creston 'Huey,. hfunay --
Route Two, and Louis Tilman
(Buck) Bucy, Royal Oak,-
., one, , -Edgar
James Davidson, Detroit, • Bucy Paducah; six Imo-
Mich., and Elbert -Davidson, ,children; three great grand' -St. Lows, Mo. '
time of his death. daughter, Mrs. Norma Jean • 
Children.
The deceased received his Gonzalez of Robs Town, 
The funeral will be held
degree in engineering in 1932 _Texas and two grand-
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
fr -Child -Lb nth _D Howell Smith Dies - chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
- tncky whet e he was honored in Wayne R-. Walker, proceded •
- A
outstanding distinguished
1965 by being named one ofits. him in death. t Hospital-ioday
alumni and a recipient of the
Centennial Medallion. He
served as an elder in the-First
Presbyterian Church,
Georgetown, and holds
membership in the Idle- Hour -,
Country Club and the
LaFayette Club in Lexington
• 'end Phi Delta Theata
• fraternity.
__porn in Henderson in 1910,




Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Susan Grover Hum-
phreys, Georgetown; two
daughters, Mrs. A. W.
(Edwina) Simmons Jr.,
Murray, and Mrs.  Robert W. 
Igeiington; six
grandchildren-Catherine
Gaines Simmons, A. Wilson





Word has been received of
-the-death-of --Hubert .4 
Davidson, age 64, of Rattle
Run, Mich., who died at his
home Saturday about mid-
night. -
-
A family prayef-A-ert celvas -
held Sunday afternoon. _
Born August 24, 1913, in,.
Henry. County, Tn.„ he was ttie-
son of the late Jim Davidson
and Elizabeth Howard
Davidson. His wife, Mrs.
Pearl Davidson, a native of
Michigan, survives.
Mr. Davidson is survived by
yhis wife; one son, Ray,
Davidson, Rattle Run, Mich.;
two sistera;Mrs.-Loreno
Murray and Mrs. Iva ,Vicky,
Paris, Tn.; three brother,
Davidein,-.Paris,- ..
Mrs. Lottie Farris of 1397
Johnson Boulevard, Murray,
died this morning it d"
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 74 years of age and a
member of the Locust Grove
Baptist Church.
The deceased was married
Deeember 10, 1924, to Otho
Farris who died November 26,
1963. Born November 12, 1902,
Funeral -Thursday
Howell Smith of Dexter died
this moring at 7:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 70 years of
age.
- Survivors-include his wife, •
Mrs. Laura Dixon Smith,
-Niter; '1O-ur Stepdaughteri,
Sani-INidaY -Thiekett;-
Dexter, Mrs. Steve (Frances)
Migsok Greensboro Pa. Mrs.
Nova (Cleva Jean) Paschall,
Hazel Route One, and Mrs.
Jerry--(Ethelene) McCallon,
Murray; three stepsons, Leon
Duncan, Alnio, Prentice
Duncan, Dexter. and Lionard
in Calloway County, she was Duncan, Lyon County.
the daughter of the late John - _ _ .
Smith and Mattie Robertson Mr. Smith is also survived
Smith. - by one sister, Mrs. • Lottie
Mrs; Farris -13 survived iti---Muirell-overliV._newterz ..one
Foetal Home with burial to
▪ lallow-iii-the Hicks cesnetsrY•
Friends may call at the
funeral home after three p.m.
today (Tuesday).
Sweet Adelines Will •
Hold Meet Thursday
The Sweet Adelines of
'Murray will meet Thrusday,
November 10, at seven p.m. at
the First Christian Church.
This Is 'fOr persons interested
in singing four part harmony,
barber shop style.
Any person interested is
invited to attend, said Ruth







.,RAlliGERETTEXCILIRT - Giha-Herndon, seated, was crowned as Miss Rangeretta
1177 at-the Sixth Anneal Pageant held Sunday at the Woodmen of the World Hall. She
is the nine year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs: Jimmy. D. Herndon, 1620 IGrkwood,
Murray; Vorude Hays,,left, ten year old dafghterof Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays, was first
runner-up. Second Miner-up "WAS Lisa Cunningham, second right, twelve ytar old
daughter of Sara Alexander and Larry Cunningham, Tabitha Janson- eight Year- Old
daughter of Don and Donna Johnson, right, won the talent award with-her baton
twirling. the pageant was sponsored by Tau Phi lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of
the World with Martha Andrus as mistress of ceremonies.
• _ • ._ - - _ _ _
Election... (Continued Froth Page 1 )
the election today are:
- Robert 0. Miller, county
judge executive; Miller came
off a close race in the primary
to .win his fourth term as
county judge.
- Max-,- Parker, county
attorney; Parker will replace
Easley in a position that after
Jan. 2 becomes a state post.
- Marvin Harris, county
court -clerk; thanierE. Hale,
property valuation ad-
ministrator, Huel "Whirnpy"
Jones, all seek repeat terms;-
- Thomas L. Walker;
Walter will replace Max
Morris as coroner;
-  Charles Bogard, Gil
Hopson, Billy Erwin and Dan
Bazzell, are all unopposed for
magistrates in districts one,
two, three and -four -respec-
tively-- -
STOCK MARKET
Prices ol stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
runes by I ?A Simon Co of Murray are
as follows:
Indus. Av -269
A1800,_ _ 3014 +1/2
Air Proclucis —30% one
Am. Mobil 
.kshLind Oil 30% +14
A T. & T. 591/2 +46
Ford Motor Co 43% +%
Gen Drtamics 411% +46
Gen. Dynamics 49% 4-1.4
Gen Motors 68% +1.4
Gen. Tire 22% 444
Goodrich 201/2 we











Neuf:dein Ine.  •
MeDonalds Corp. 4144
Ponderosa Systems 14% +21.,
Kimberly Clark 37% +
Union Carbide - 411.4
W. R. Gnice a% -at
Texaco 27% +4
General Eleel 51 -%
GAF Corp: . . .. Air













Photo by Artcrsit The United - Campus
Ministry, wilt hold Its_weekty
- luncheon on Wednesday,
Hearing On RV November 9, at 12:30 p.m.
Melanie McDougal will give
a sampling of music and song
Code Scheduled which area part of the UCM
teahouse. programs. The
FRANKFORT, KY. AP - teahouse is under the
Ths state _fire marshall's leadership of the UCM Student
office has scheduled a public Council aria Is held at various'
heailng on the state's times throughout the year.
6 in Frankfort.




The hearing will begin .at lo State University and is also a
aarr.ifl 1uoirrG-2 of the Capital • member -of - theAlCM•Student




- - Orders 4or-the-1978-Murcar--
-,-- -Htnnititr-er&-;--M-i-lward-r-ene•slaughtesr-hiss.SadiP Noll tri'ther, Hudson --smith, High Sehool Tiger yearbooks
Elizabeth Shelby Milward, Waters, 
and her husband, Murray Route Three. ; are beinetaken tjus iveek in
-andHohert E. fit-ilwaiX'Jr. • Earl Waters: -and one grand- 
seventeen step 
. 
Ana various hoinanxims ot_the _
The funeral will be .held son, Jeffrey Waters, all Of r397 
_ 
step-great-grandchild. school. according to the co-
Thursday at two p.01.-4at the Johnson Bdutevard; Min •L ay.-- -wra-----TOY 19- '1°117- if' editors, Lisa Watson end-
Calloway County, he. was thechapel of the W. R. Milward 'The funeral will be held
son of the late Dick Smith and 
Karen Jackson.
Allie Belcher Smith. 
The cost of the yearbook WillMortuary, Lexington, with Wednesday at two p.m. at the
burial to follow in the cltmel of the Max Churchill be eight dollars each with a
Georgetown Cemetery. - PuiiiiI1i0rne with the Rçv. F era services will be depesit Senn' being
Jack Jones and the Rev. held Thursday at two p.m. at required when placing an
William Taylor officiating. the chapel of the Max Chur- order.
The choir of Cherry Corner chill Funeral Home with the
Baptist -Church with Kline Rev. Julian Warren-
Requarth as pianist Will ficiating. The music Will he LAKE DATA
provide the music and song the Warren Qu'artet. Burial Kentucky Lalte, 7 Ei.m. 355.2,
service. Burial will -follow 'in -will follow in- the--Brooks---tip-O.3. -
the Old Salem Cemetery. Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may -call at the Frierlds may cal at the
funeral home after four p.m. funeral home after six p.m.
today (Tuesday). today (Tuesday).
Bon L Canter Dies
This Morning With
Funeral Thursday
Bon L. Canter of 807 Vine
Street, Murray, died Ihis
morning at three o'clock at the
Westview Nursing Home. His
wffe, Mrs. Bets 'Hays Canter,
died-November 14, 1972.
The Murray man was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons,
and of International
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers Local Union 1068 of
Paducah. He was a retired
electrician with the Tennessee
Valley- Authority, and served
as Santa Claus for Calloway
County for many years each
Christmas season. His mother
was the former Zora Cochran
-and he was born July 23, 1896,
in Graves County.
Mr. Canter is survived jay
his stepfather, Wes Cochran;
sister-in-law, Mrs. H. E.
McCallon, Murray; several
nieces, nephews, and -cousins.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Members of Murray Lodge
No. 105 F. 81 A.M. will serve as
honorary pallbearers. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
.Wednesday.
Hog Market
Federal State Market NPWR SOn4Ce
November 8, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includel 8 Buymit Statiorks
Receipts Act 863 FIst 805 Rarroart
Gilts 25- 50 lower Sows steady I 00 lower
decline on weights over 500 Ito ,
US t.2200-2301b6 _ 437.50-37 75
US 1-3 200-2401bs . .  $37.25-37,50
US 2-4 240-26011n- • 06.75-32 25
-US 2-4 260-290 lb.. $35.25-36 25
Sows
US 1408-350 lbs. , 831.00.3200
178 1-3 30q-soo 829 50-31 00
US 1-3 500-6561* sm.sossoinirwte
IS 2-33si-snotor "7-77",':—.'1121•00.2416-
Boars 13 0047 00 •
•
Below dam 307.4. up 1.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354:2.
Below dam 316.8, up 0.6.
Sunset 4:54. Sunrise 6:28.






Buy unfinished furniture from
us, we have—o new shipment of
reasonable—prices. cry
everything you .need to tnish













We Are Now Open
at 1300 Johnson Blvd., Murray
Open 9 to 3 Mon. thru Thurs. 9 to 6-Friday 759-1234
SAVE WITH SESURITY
EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...G1VING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!
Passbook Accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends












*5.92 Effective Annual Yield











SAYINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
,FkIc MURRAY BRANCIJI
115*4 1106301;
al-POSTUNIT, , •
